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PREPARATION OF SOIL SAMPLING PROTOCOLS:
SAMPLING TECHNIQUES AND STRATEGIES
SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
BACKGROUND OF REPORT
This report is a guide for assisting Remedial Project Managers (RPM’s) and others involved with
site assessments and remediation in the development of soil sampling protocols. The document
updates a guide published in 1983 (Mason, 1983). Since that time considerable work has been
done in the areas of geostatistics, quality assurance, particulate sampling theory, field analysis,
and sample handling.
Kriging, one of the geostatistical tools mentioned in the 1983 report has now become an accepted
tool for use in soil (and soil-borne waste) sampling. The purpose of this tool is to provide an
estimate of the concentration in a sampling unit or a specific volume of soil and to estimate the
variance associated with the concentration estimate. Kriging, combined with the semi-variogram,
is very useful in designing and conducting soil and waste sampling efforts.
At the time of the earlier report kriging could only be done on a mainframe computer. Today
there are a number of PC-based programs that assist the user in evaluating soil sampling data
(Englund and Sparks, 1988; Grundy and Miesch, 1987). The U.S. EPA Environmental
Monitoring Systems Laboratory in Las Vegas, Nevada (EMSL-LV), has carried out several major
environmental studies in which geostatistical evaluation was used as one of the main guides for
designing the monitoring approach and evaluating the collected data (Starks, Sparks, and Brown,
1989; Starks, Brown, and Fisher, 1986; Flatman, 1984; U. S. EPA, 1984a, 1984b).
At the time of the 1983 protocol document, volatile organic chemicals (VOC’s) were difficult
to sample in the soil environment due to the loss of the chemical during sampling and analysis.
That situation still exists and is being addressed in a major research effort conducted by the
EMSL-LV. Progress is being made, but an acceptable sampling technology has not been
recommended by the agency.
Soil gas sampling methods are being used to aid in identifying the location of plumes generated
by volatile pollutants. Field gas chromatographs are also available and are being used to provide
rapid, inexpensive data for refining sampling and remedial strategies. These field analytical
procedures are most appropriate in the exploratory stage and in the cleanup of sites.
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The U.S. EPA has developed the use of data quality objectives (DQO’s) as a guiding policy
for all environmental sampling (U. S. EPA, 1986, 1987a, 1987b). The DQO process is
intended to provide the decision maker with data that meet a predetermined level of
precision, accuracy, representativeness, completeness, and comparability.
In addition to identifying the above data characteristics, the DQO’s should also specify the
detection level needed, the probabilities of false positive (Type I) and false negative (Type
II) errors allowable, and the minimum detectable relative difference between data sets that
will be required. This later item becomes important when pollutant levels approach a
regulatory threshold. Barth et al. (1989) have addressed the quality assurance aspects of soil
sampling in a companion document.
Until quite recently, QA/QC efforts within the Agency have been directed primarily at the
quality of the laboratory results generated. Field audits (U.S. EPA, 1985) have been done
on occasion when requested by RPM’s. The National Acidic Precipitation Assessment
Program (NAPAP) has developed a system of field audit samples that, when properly
utilized, provides an independent assessment of the sources of variation found in the
sampling process. Van Ee et al. (1990) has expanded on the guidance developed for the
NAPAP and recommends a series of samples interjected into the sample chain that will
provide information on the components of variance encapsulated within the data generated
by a sampling effort.
Proper application of a components of variance procedure such as a nested sampling scheme
(Barth et al., 1989) can greatly aid in determining the sources of variation seen in the results
obtained by a sampling program. In order to carry out the components of variance test it
is necessary to identify the factors in the sampling process that are introducing the variation
in the data. Pitard (1989a, 1989b) identifies seven sources of sampling error and makes
suggestions for controlling or estimating the size of these errors. These errors can be used
as a guide in selecting the components of variance to be determined by a sampling effort.
Laboratory methodology has reached a point where analytical error contributes only a very
small portion of the total variance seen in the data. Examination of the results of a
components of variance analysis performed on soils data from an NPL site sampled for
PCBs (Barth et al., 1989) indicated that 92% of the total variation came from the location
of the sample, while only 8% was introduced after the sample was taken. Less than 1% of
the total could be attributed to the analytical process itself. This points out the need for a
reallocation of sampling resources -- money, lab capacity, and personnel. Discussion in later
chapters shows how such a reallocation can be made in order to make the most economical
use of the samples. Van Ee et al. (1990) also makes suggestions for such a reallocation.
Starks (1986) has outlined the concept of support as it applies to soil sampling. For the soil
scientist, the support is somewhat analogous to the concept of a pedon used in soil
classification work (Soil Survey Staff, 1975). The specific size, shape, orientation, and spatial
arrangement of the samples constitutes the support (Davis, 1986). Risk and exposure assess1-2

ment data can be used to assist in defining an “action support” (Barth et al., 1989) or the
application of an action level over a particular support and location relative to the surface.
The size of the support may change depending upon the purpose of the sampling effort.
The support concept becomes important when one is using geostatistics to determine the
concentration/volume relationships of a block of ore or soil that are used in block kriging.
The blocks of soil used for block kriging are estimation units that are closely related to the
“remedial management unit” (Bryan, 1989) and the “exposure unit” (Neptune et al., 1990).
It is necessary to make sure that the support used to determine the concentration of the unit
of soil meets the data reliability called for in the Data Quality Objectives (DQO) for the
study.
The amount of material required to make up the support can be determined by using the
concepts developed in particulate sampling theory (Gy, 1982; Ingamells, 1974; Pitard, 1989a;
Visman, 1969). The unifying theory was developed by Dr. Pierre Gy of the Paris School of
Mines.
Gy’s theories are in part based on work by a number of sampling specialists
extending back to D. W. Brunton in 1894 and 1895 (Brunton, 1895a, 1895b, 1909). Brunton,
without help of modern statistical tools, demonstrated that a relationship exists between a
particle size and the weight of sample that must be used to provide a reliable estimate of
the concentration of precious metals in an ore body.
Particulate sampling theory (Pitard, 1989a) has now developed to the point that it can be
applied to soil and soil-borne waste sampling. The theory formalizes much of what has been
done empirically for a number of years. The theory merges with the theory of regionalized
variables that is the basis of geostatistics. Geostatistics provides guidance on the location
and number of samples needed to determine concentration patterns with a chosen degree
of reliability. Particulate sampling theory provides the basis for actually extracting the
sample from the materials and aids in defining the size of the support that is needed to
characterize a unit of material such as soil or waste.
Once the size of the geostatistical support (Starks, 1986; Barth et al., 1989) is identified,
particulate sampling theory also provides guidance on taking subsamples from the support
to provide a laboratory sample and on taking aliquots from the laboratory sample.
Particulate sampling theory as developed by Dr. Pierre Gy is outlined in considerable detail
in a book by Francis Pitard (Pitard, 1989a).
The theory links the size of particles in the material directly to the size of sample that is
taken from a unit, batch or lot of soil or ore that is being evaluated. The controlling
particle size is the largest particle. Thus samples that have been screened prior to analysis
can be greatly biased. Fortunately, however, most soils fall into a range of particle sizes
wherein there is little effect upon contaminant concentrations. However, in those cases
where the soil is a fine textured soil combined with cobbles, gravels or coarse sands this may
not be the case. Also, in cases where non-liquid wastes such as rubble, construction debris,
or battery cases, etc. are present in the soil, the validity of the concentration data may be
l-3

questionable. Two examples will aid in showing the nature of the problem. A third
example is taken from data collected at an actual PCB spill site and shows the results of
analysis of various fractions of the soil.

Example 1: An NPL site contains an area where the soil profile is comprised
of a mixture of crushed battery cases and a small amount of soil-like
material.
The soil-like materials in the profile were collected and
analyzed for lead.
The results showed Pb concentrations ranging upwards
to 10% by weight. Examination of the materials indicated that the soil
fraction constituted less than 0.1% of the total mass of material in the
support. Although containing materials of high concentration, this support
actually contains a concentration of 135 ppm of Pb lead and not the 10%
reported for this area.

Example 2: A sandy, clay loam soil with 55% coarse gravels and cobbles in
it it can be used as an example to show how the inclusion of the non-soil
material can influence the actual concentration of PCB in the support.
Figure 1 shows the character and particle size analysis for the soil. For
purposes of this example, an assumption was made that the PCB coated each
particle at a uniform thickness of 1 Angstrom.
Concentrations were
calculated for each size fraction. Assuming everything but the sand, silt
and clay fractions were screened out gave a concentration of 27.3 ppm PCB.
Including all fractions in the sample gave a concentration of 17.4 ppm.
Should a 25 ppm cleanup level be chosen, this support would be cleaned
often in fact it should not be cleaned.
Example 3: An Askerel-filled transformer was spilled onto a soil that was
formed on glacial
outwash material.
The soils were alternately
stratified with fine sands and sandy, gravelly clay.
The PCB and
associated trichlorobenzene was found predominantly in the gravelly layers.
Concentrations ranged upwards to 32,000 ppm Aroclor 1260. A sample of
this material was collected for analysis.
Prior to analysis, it was
screened through a 1 mm screen and through a 5 mm screen.
The fraction
that was larger than 5 mm was further divided to separate out particles
larger than 12 mm. Samples of each fraction of the material were analyzed.
The results are shorn below along with the weight percentages of each
fraction. Four other samples of the mixed wastes were analyzed according
to the normal laboratory procedure. The larger rocks were screened out and
discarded. These four samples contained 52.1±6.9 ppm.

Fraction
<1mm
> 1-5 mm
>5-12 mm
> 12 mm

Weight (gm)

Weight%

53.87
23.80
31.80
32.70

37.89
16.74
22.37
23.00

PCB (ppm)
85.8
13.3
6.5
5.3

The weighted average concentration of this sample was approximately 37.4
ppm. Screening with a 5 mm screen would remove approximately 45% of the
material from the analytical process, thus introducing a rather large bias
in the analytical results reported.
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Figure 1-1 Example of Soil Particle Size for Example 2
Particle Size Analysis
Gravelly Silty Clay Loam

Particle Size (cm)

Appearance

5313EAD92-1
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The sampling effort must be designed so that any non-soil fractions are accounted for either
by sampling design or sample extraction and preparation. A conceptual model of how the
pollutant is potentially distributed on the site and the exposure pathways that are important
for regulating the site can be used to design the soil component of the sampling study (CDM
Federal Programs Corp, 1987). In those cases where the non-soil fraction adds materially
to the exposure or impacts the remedy at the site these materials must be considered. The
following sections provide some guidance for addressing these materials; but, the
investigator will have to address the particular circumstances being studied.
THE SOIL SYSTEM
The Soil Scientist identifies soil as “the unconsolidated mineral material on the immediate
surface of the earth that has been subjected to and influenced by a genetic and
environmental factors...” (Soil Science Society of America, 1965). The engineer, on the
other hand, identifies soil as the mass (surface and subsurface) of unconsolidated mantle of
weathered rock and loose material lying above solid rock. This is called the regolith (Soil
Science Society of America, 1965). The true soil component can also be defined as all
mineral and naturally occurring organic materials with a particle size less than 2 mm (Barth
et al., 1989). For purposes of this report the definition of soil more closely follows the
engineering terminology.
The above definitions, however, do not address the situations normally encountered by the
environmental investigator when working on hazardous waste sites. The so called “soils” of
the hazardous waste site comprise a mixture of materials ranging from true soil to buried
tree trunks, carpets, scrap wood, scrap metal, auto fluff, battery cases, old automobiles,
buried drums, etc. At one site studied by the author, more than 100 different materials
were identified in the “soil layer”. Often these nonsoil materials can have a marked effect
on pollutant concentrations and on the migration of the pollutants through the soil. They
must be addressed by any soil sampling effort. Suggestions for addressing these materials
are discussed later in this report.
The physical and chemical characteristics of the soil system influence the transformation,
retention, and movement of pollutants through the soil. Clay content, organic matter
content, texture, permeability, pH, Eh, and cation exchange capacity (CEC) will influence
the rate of migration and form of the chemical found in leachate migrating from the waste.
These factors must be considered by the investigator when designing a soil sampling effort.
This is different from the priorities of the agricultural soil specialist. The agricultural
worker considers these factors but does not focus the sampling design on them because a
farmer is interested in how much lime or fertilizer to apply to a field and not in the avenues
of movement of that fertilizer through the soil system.
Little attention is usually given to the spatial variability of an agricultural field. Occasionally
a farmer may fertilize two different soil types at different rates if the yield gains and the
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fertilizer cost savings can justify the time and effort required. In such a case the soil
scientist sampling the farmer’s fields may take separate samples of each soil type. The
environmental scientist, on the other hand, is usually interested in a number of possible
types of pollution and routes of migration. These cannot be addressed with a single sample
or a single composite sample. Therefore, some form of statistical sampling design must be
used to evaluate the pollution in a soil system.
This report presents several options for sampling soils that are available for evaluating pollution migration. Barth et al. (1989) present a number of statistical techniques that are
germane and should be considered in formulating any soil sampling protocol.
One of the key characteristics of the soil system is its extreme variability. Cline (1944) made
note of the variability seen in soil sampling and cautioned the researcher about failing to
consider this when dealing with any study of the soils system. Since the author’s 1983 report
(Mason, 1983), there has been considerable interest in identifying and measuring the spatial
variability of physical and chemical properties of the soil system.
Research in this area has been carried out by Nielsen and his associates (Nielsen et al.,
1973; Nielsen and Bouma, 1985; Warrick et al., 1977; Vieira et al., 1981) along with others
(Jury, 1984; Wierenga, 1985; Bresler, and Dagan, 1988) who have continued to increase our
understanding of the variation of soil properties that influence the movement of water and
pollutants through the soil. As an indication of the importance of variability, more than
200 scientists representing 16 countries met in Las Vegas, Nevada (Nielsen and Bouma,
1985) in 1984 to discuss soil spatial variability. Also, in the last few years almost every
issue of the Soil Science Society of America Journal contained at least one article dealing
with spatial variability of some soil property.
Geostatistics attempts to identify and understand the sources of the variation seen in the soil
matrix. Gutjahr (1985) states “This approach views variation as part of an overall problem
which can convey vital information about the phenomena studied.” Wilding (1985) is even
more pointed in his assessment of variability when he writes:
“Spatial variability of soil is not an academic question. It is a real landscape
attribute; our unwillingness or inability to identify it in no way decreases its
magnitude or existence. . . . As scientists we must document the magnitude
and form of soil variability; accommodate its existence in models of soils; and
transmit accurately the expected pattern and implication of spatial changes to
users of soil resources. Soils are not material specific; many soil properties
are not single valued, many are transient, and many are not randomly
distributed but rather systematically time and spatially dependent. The dilemma is that soils are not isotropic media but rather they are strongly anisotropic laterally and vertically.”
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Wierenga and his students (1985) have investigated the influence of spatial variability of soil
water properties upon the movement of chemicals through the unsaturated zone of the soil.
This and similar work is important to the issues of pollutant migration in that the variability
seen in Wierenga’s field studies provides insight into the influence of the variability upon
how the pollutant will behave in the soil environment and how it will migrate. Sampling of
the soils media must take these concepts into consideration.
This information is not new. Campbell (1979) makes note of the fact that in 1915 J. A.
Harris discussed the effects of soil variability on the results of his experiments. Campbell
used this knowledge in evaluating approaches to delineating soil mapping units (Campbell,
1977, 1978, 1979, 1981). Rao et al. (1979) reviewed other work where spatial variability was
considered.
Petersen and Calvin (1965) also note: “Soil properties vary not only from one location to
another but also among the horizons of a given profile. The horizon boundaries may be
more distinct than are the surface boundaries of a soil classification unit. Here, also,
however, zones of transition are found between adjacent horizons”. The magnitude of
sampling errors between layers of soil tends to be less than the magnitude of sampling
errors in a horizontal direction. Disturbed soils, such as those found in many NPL sites, are
reported to be more variable than virgin soils in most cases (Chapman and Pratt, 1961).
One measure of variation is the coefficient of variation (CV). Coefficients of variation for
soil parameters have been reported ranging from as low as 1 to 2% upward to
approximately 1000%. White and Hakonson (1979), for example, noted that the CV for
plutonium in the soils of a number of test sites ranged from 62% to 840%. Mathur and
Sanderson (1978) reported coefficients for natural soil constituents (i.e., part of the soil
itself) varying from 5.6% to 75.2%. Harrison (1979) evaluated four phosphorus properties
of soil and reported CV values ranging from 11% to 144%, with the highest values being
for available P. Hindin et al. (1966) reported a CV of 156% for insecticide residues in a
square block of soil that was 30 inches on a side.
Mausbach et al. (1980) reported on a study conducted by the Soil Conservation Service
(SCS) laboratory in Lincoln, Nebraska. Matched pairs of samples were collected from areas
within a soil series. The samples were stratified by a number of factors in order to reduce
the variability. The samples were selected from the modal phases of the series and were
collected at distances that ranged from 2 to 32 km from the other member of the pair.
The authors note that the literature indicates that up to half of the variability between
similar soils may occur within a distance of one meter. (Studies are underway at Lincoln
to determine variability within this one meter distance.) Mausbach et al. (1980) reported
that in their study of the variability within a soil type, the CV’s for physical properties

*

CV = ± (Standard deviation / Mean) X 100
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ranged from 9% to 40% for loess, 23% to 35% for glacial drift, 33% to 47% for alluvium
and residuum, 18% to 32% for the A and B horizons, and 33% to 51% for the C horizons.
The CV’s for the chemical properties tended to be higher ranging from 12% to 50% for
Alfisols, 4% to 71% for Aridisols, 6% to 61% for Entisols, 10% to 63% for Inceptisols, 9%
to 46% for Mollisols, 16% to 132% for Spodosols, 10% to 1005% for Ultisols, and 8% to
46% for Vertisols.
The variation that seems to be inherent in data collected from any soil sampling study must
be taken into consideration during the design of a soil sampling plan. Techniques designed
to take the variation into account must be employed in any soil sampling plan. This
includes the sampling design, the collection procedures, the analytical procedures and the
data analysis. An interactive approach must be used in order to balance the data quality
needs and resources with designs that will either control the variation, stratify to reduce the
effects of the variation or reduce its influence upon the decision process.
Often it is not economical to reduce the effects of variation on the data. In those cases the
data quality objectives may have to be modified to allow the study to continue. The
variation must be measured by the statistical design used. Without this information it is not
possible to arrive at an unbiased, realistic conclusion about the waste being evaluated.
Buffington (1978) quotes Congressman George E. Brown, Jr., as saying “no number is
significant, and subsequently worthy of being recorded, without an estimate of its
uncertainty.” This is one of the drives behind the emphasis on data quality and the DQO
process that has evolved over the past several years. Barth et al. (1989) have addressed the
application of the DQO process to soil sampling and provide guidance on proper generation
and handling of soils data.
When a conceptual model of the site indicates that the soil component is one of the key
factors in exposure of some population or environmental component it is necessary to
determine the portion of the soil that is of concern and to determine the likely pattern of
contamination. Questions such as “Is the contaminant likely to be on the surface or at
depth?” “Is it distributed over the entire area or is it only in ‘hot spots’?” “Are there
obstructions that will hinder the sampling effort?” must be answered. The response to these
questions will determine the type and distribution of samples to be taken.
The investigator will have to determine if gravel, cobbles, and other non-soil fractions will
have to be sampled and how these are to be handled if they are sampled. Particulate
sampling theory can aid in determining if this is important. In cases where litigation is likely
to occur this theory may be necessary to provide the reliability in the data that is needed
to stand up to the scrutiny of the legal system. It may also be important in those cases
where remediation sampling is being done. The section that follows provides a general
outline of particulate sampling. Appendix A and B provide a more detailed review of this
theory.
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SECTION 2
PARTICULATE SAMPLING THEORY
INTRODUCTION
NOTE: The following discussion on particulate sampling theory is given as a means of
providing a very general overview of the theory. It is not intended to provide the necessary
understanding required to apply all of the aspects of the theory to site investigations. As far as
the author knows, the theory has only been used in limited situations with site remediation
sampling. The reader is encouraged to review Appendices A and B and Pitard’s text (1989a)
prior to making a decision if this is needed for a particular investigation.
Particulate sampling theory is new to most environmental investigators even though the
techniques used to apply the theory to soil sampling are familiar. Dr. Pierre Gy (Gy, 1982),
along with others (Ingamells and Switzer, 1973; Ingamells, 1974; Ingamells and Pitard, 1986;
Pitard, 1989a; and Visman, 1969), have developed the theory for sampling particulate materials
in the mining industry. Pitard (1989a) has provided a presentation in English that gives a good
overview of the theory that should be consulted prior to planning soil sampling and other
environmental studies. Information found in this section is based upon the text and also on an
introductory course taught by Pitard (1989a. 1989b).
The theory is based upon the relationship that exists between the variability of the material, the
particle sizes in the material, the distribution of the component of interest (pollutant), and the size
of sample taken. The variability found in particulate material is based upon the number of
particles included in the sample. Thus, the smaller the particle the lower the variability in a fixed
weight of sample submitted for analysis. Comminution or reduction of particle size to attain this
relationship may not be practical in environmental sampling because of safety, costs, and the
handling requirements that are required to apply the theory. Much of the theory cannot be used
in the case of VOCs because of the grinding, mixing, and subsampling that is required to obtain
a correct sample.
With uniform soil materials such as silts or clays the theory does not greatly alter procedures
used in the past but, with coarse gravels or with mixed wastes, the theory shows a major
problem. One is immediately confronted with dealing with a large volume of material and with
reducing the large particles in size. There is a tendency to reject the theory as being impractical.
This does not have to be the case, however. There are sampling, analytical, and sample handling
procedures that can overcome the problems that are inherent in applying the theory. Some of
these are discussed in Appendix A.
When geostatistics were first introduced into soil sampling, a number of investigators were
concerned about the large number of samples that were required to make effective use of the
techniques. Rather than discard the technique, most investigators have adapted their sampling
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approaches to overcome the problems of large sample numbers. A similar developmental pattern
can be expected to occur with particulate sampling theory. Fortunately, many of the sampling
approaches currently used do not violate the basic theory; however, some do. Those that violate
the theory will have to be amended or addressed through different sampling techniques. As with
many field sampling efforts, economics is likely to be the driving factor.
Dr. Gy’s theory integrates into geostatistics and the concepts of the “action support” outlined by
Barth et al. (1989) the concept of a “remedial management unit” (Bryan, 1989) and the “exposure
unit” (Neptune et al., 1990). The techniques are designed to extract an unbiased sample from
a volume (called a lot by Gy) of soil. Ingamells (1974) has shown how the work of Visman
(1969) and Gy’s early work influenced his work on the laboratory sampling constant. Pitard
(1989a) and Gy (1982) have incorporated this information into the basic theory of particulate
sampling.
There are two models that must be considered in order to provide a complete evaluation of
pollutant concentrations and distribution. Pitard (1989a) outlines these as follows:
A continuous model taking into account the continuous nature of
the space or time variability of its characteristics. This is where
the notions introduced by the regionalized variables (variography)
are going to be very important.
A discrete model taking into account the discrete nature of the
population of fragments submitted to the sampling operation,
described by the fundamental notions of constitution and
distribution heterogeneities.
Pitard (1989a, 1989b) gives an interesting outline of the history of particulate sampling theory,
and notes how this fits into the theories of regionalized variables that provide the foundations of
geostatistics and kriging. Both regionalized variable theory and particulate sampling theory were
developed in the 1’Ecole Nationale Superieure des Mine de Paris (often referred to as The Paris
School of Mines) in Fountainbleau, France.
SOURCES OF VARIATION AND SAMPLING ERRORS
Figure 2-1 and the definitions that follow were taken from Pitard (1989a). They outline the
relationship between the various sources of heterogeneity and the associated errors or components
of variance that are introduced into a sample result. The errors are usually expressed as the
relative variance which is equivalent to CV2. The relative error or variance is used because
variances are additive and because relative variances can be compared between sampling events
in much the same way that components of variation (CV) can be used to compare sample sets.
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Sampling theory uses two models for assessing errors associated with any set of samples
collected from a body of material such as soil, waste, rock, ore, etc. These two models are called
the discrete model and the continuous model (or continuous selection model). The mathematics
associated with these two models are complex. Pitard (1989a) and the references given by him
should be consulted if the reader is interested in the details of these two models.
The discrete model addresses the material itself and encompasses all of the individual particles
in the lot to be sampled or it may encompass all groups of particles of some finite size found in
the lot. The population being sampled is the total number of particles or groups of particles that
make up the lot of the soil or waste being investigated. This model addresses the “fine details”
of the material.
The continuous model is like looking at a lot with a wide angle lens (Pitard, 1989a) without
paying attention to the details of the material. This model addresses fluctuations within time and
space and is most often used in addressing fluctuations in materials flowing along a conveyor
belt, a pipe line, or a stream. This model is also the underlying basis for much of geostatistics.
The two models are related to each other and the phenomena identified in the models all
contribute to the total sampling error (TE) and the overall estimation error (OE).
The arrows shown in Figure 2-l show how the various individual errors combine into the next
hierarchy of error. For example, the fundamental error (FE), which results from constituent
heterogeneity (CH), combines with the segregation and grouping error (GE), which results from
distribution heterogeneity (DH), to form the short range heterogeneity fluctuation error (CE 1).
The short range heterogeneity fluctuation error combines with the long range heterogeneity
fluctuation error (CE2) and the periodic heterogeneity fluctuation error (CE3) to form the
continuous selection error (CE) of the continuous model. The continuous selection error
combines with the incremental materialization error (ME) (comprised of DE and EE) to form the
sampling error (SE) for a particular stage of sampling.
The arrows also symbolize the mathematics of the sampling process as is shown in Equations 2-l
and 2-2.
The total sampling error (TE) is a combination of the preparation errors (PE) and the sampling
or selection errors (SE) for each stage in the sampling process. The sampling or selection error
(SE) is a combination of six basic error components: (1) the fundamental error (FE); (2) the
grouping and segregation error (GE); (3) the long-range fluctuation error (CQ 2); (4) the periodic
fluctuation error (CE3); (5) the increment delimitation error (DE); and (6) the increment extraction
error (EE). Each error shown in Figure 2-l has an average value (m) and a variance (s2). This
is different from classical statistics where usually a single variance term is estimated for a
material being sampled.
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Sample Correctness
Gy’s theory makes use of the concept of sample correctness which is a primary structural
property. A primary structural property is a property that is intrinsic to the material itself and
to the equipment used to extract the sample, and is independent of the sampling problem itself.
A sample is correct when all particles in a randomly chosen sampling unit have the same probability of being selected for inclusion in the sample. Antithesis to this, all particles that do not
belong to the material to be sampled should have a zero probability of selection if the sample is
to be correct. “Grab samples” or judgmental samples lack the component of correctness;
therefore, they are biased. The so-called grab sample is not really a sample but a specimen of
the material that may or may not be representative of the sampling unit. Great care must be exercised when interpreting the meaning of these samples.
Sampling bias is always introduced when one fails to use correct sampling. The importance of
the bias that is introduced may be quite small in materials that are relatively uniform in
composition and particle sizes. Mixed materials such as a cobbly, clay loam may show a large
bias if the cobbles and gravel particles are excluded from the sample. These coarse materials
may need to be addressed by use of some form of double sampling technique so that they can
be included into risk assessments or into remedial goals for a site. Bias that is measured by
standard additions in the laboratory is an analytical bias and only reflects the analytical error and
not the sampling error (SE).
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Constitution Heterogeneity (CH)/Fundamental Error (FE)
The constitution or composition heterogeneity of a material is the variability inherent in the
composition of each particle making up the lot (L); a lot being a batch, volume of soil, or
sampling unit. Constitution or composition heterogeneity leads to the fundamental error (FE) for
the soil or waste. This error cannot be canceled out. It is the underlying variability of the soil
or waste and cannot be eliminated. This would be the error that was left after perfectly carrying
out all sampling and analytical processes in an error-free manner (i.e., perfection which is also
an unattainable limit). The variance of this error can be reduced by grinding the material to a
fine particle size (see Appendix A for guidance on carrying this out).

Distribution Heterogeneity (DH)/Grouping and Segregation Error (GE)
The distribution heterogeneity derives from the manner in which separate and distinct particles
or units are scattered or distributed within the material being sampled. The grouping and
segregation error (GE) results from the distribution heterogeneity of the soil or waste material.
This error can become quite large for trace constituents such as one might encounter with
pollutants. The variance in GE is related to the constitution heterogeneity (CH), a grouping
factor, and a segregation factor.
The grouping factor reflects the probability of a particular particle being included in an increment
of a sample and increases as the number of particles in an increment increases. The grouping
factor is zero when each increment of a sample is made up of only one particle. The segregation
factor is a multiplier or correction factor. This factor is used to adjust the distribution
heterogeneity so that it lies between zero when a sample is homogeneous and approaches a
maximum equal to the constitution heterogeneity; The size of this factor depends upon the
degree of heterogeneity within the material.

Short-Range Heterogeneity Fluctuation Error (CE1)
The errors resulting from constitution and distribution heterogeneity combine in the short-range
fluctuation error (CE1). This error is the error occurring within the sampling support. The shortrange heterogeneity (h1) is essentially a random, discontinuous function.

Long-Range Heterogeneity Fluctuation Error (CE2)
This error is generated by the heterogeneity (h2) created by local trends and is essentially a nonrandom, continuous function. This heterogeneity is the underlying basis for much of geostatistics
and kriging. The variograms generated by line transects result in part from this component of
error or variance.
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Periodic Heterogeneity Fluctuation Error (CE3)
This error is a continuous term generated by handling of the material to be sampled, processing,
reclaiming, disposal,. and environmental parameters. The error is non-random and cyclic.
Perhaps one of the most common factors likely to be encountered in soil sampling results from
seasonal rainfall patterns. Frequently pollutants will move out of the disposal area during the
rainy season then migrate some distance from the source before the next rainy season begins.
This can give a cyclic pattern to the concentrations found in the vadose zone.
Continuous Selection Error (CE)
The continuous selection error is comprised of the errors resulting from short-range, long-range,
and cyclic heterogeneity.
CE = CE1 + CE2 + CE3

Equation 2-1

or expanded
CE = (FE+ GE) + CE2 + CE3
These sources of sampling error are the point where regionalized variables (geostatistics) and
particulate sampling theory merge.
Increment Delimitation Error (DE)
One of the major sources of sampling bias is the increment delimitation error. This results from
incorrectly defining the shape of the volume of material that is to be extracted. An increment
is a group of fragments. In the case of a core sample, an increment would be a cross section of
the core taken between two parallel planes passing completely through the core. Delimitation
is based upon the number of dimensions of the waste or soil deposit. The model delimitation
for each dimensional waste is:
A zero-dimensional waste is one in which an entire lot such as a forensics
specimen is submitted for analysis to the laboratory. The sample is
analyzed in toto. Delimitation is not a problem when the entire lot is
analyzed.
A one-dimensional waste is one defined by a thin, elongated stream such
as one might encounter with a conveyor belt or an elongated pile of waste.
The sample is delimited by cutting across the waste with two parallel
planes. All material within the delimited sample must be included in the
sample sent to the laboratory or in the sample that will be reduced to a
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subsample for analysis. An individual core sample can be considered onedimensional.
A two-dimensional waste is defined as a mass with a definite upper and
lower boundary such as a soil horizon or a layer within a horizon. To
properly sample this type of material, it is necessary to define a cylinder
passing through the entire waste or soil layer. To be correct, the cylinder
must have a constant cross section. An example of such a cylinder would
be the path that would be cut by a Shelby tube or a split spoon sampler.
A three-dimensional waste would be a very large pile of material, the
entire soil system below a site, or a mountain. The delimitation model for
this type of waste is a sphere. With the exception of liquids or very fine
slurry material, it is not possible to collect a spherical sample.
Geostatistics addresses this situation and must be used to properly sample
these large waste deposits. Correct delimitation is neither practical nor
economically feasible with three-dimensional wastes because tools do not
exist for extracting such a sample.
Increment Extraction Error (EE)
The increment extraction error results from incorrect extraction of the defined increment and can
be an important source of sampling bias. Pitard (1989a) states that “extraction is said to be
correct if, and only if, the rule of the center of gravity is respected; all particles with their center
of gravity inside the boundaries of the correctly delimited increment belong to the increment.”
Pitard (1989a) gives some guidelines for selecting the types of coring tools that are correct and
identifies the types that are not correct.
Basically, the correct tools include materials that should be a part of the sample and exclude
those that should not be a part of the sample. Diamond drilling in consolidated rock is likely to
be correct. On the other hand, split spoon sampling of a gravelly clay can have major errors
created by the presence of rocks that block the tube and result in poor recovery.
Soils can be considered to be two-dimensional wastes if the layers are sampled separately with
some form of coring device. The extraction process must cut through the entire deposit of waste
or layer within the deposit. Example 4 may help to see why failure to observe this requirement
can produce biased results.
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Preparation Error (PE)
Each preparation stage has an error associated with it. These errors result from variation
introduced during grinding, screening, sifting, storage, etc. The major sources, such as crosscontamination, alteration in the form of the pollutant (volatilization, etc.), human error, loss of
material (deposition onto sample containers), etc. have been identified in Figure 2-l. Others,
such as fraud or willfully altering the sample, could also be included in the preparation error.
This error is not the same as the sampling or sample selection error (SE) and should not be
confused with it.
Sampling or Selection Error (SE)
This is the relative sampling error that occurs as the result of estimating the actual content of a
waste or soil lot. It is composed of the six errors occurring in the sampling chain. In the
remainder of this report, this error is referred to as the sampling error and is designated SE. It
is comprised of the variance or error from each of the other steps in the sampling chain.
SE = CE + ME

Equation 2-2

or expanded
SE = FE + GE + DE + EE + CE 2 + CE3
Any discussion of this error would include the discussion given above for each of the
components; therefore, no further discussion is given about this error.
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Total Sampling Error (TE)
One should keep in mind that the total sampling error, TE, is not the sum of a single set of
sampling and preparation errors but may be comprised of a number of sets of these errors. There
will be a set of errors for each stage in a multistage sampling plan. For example, a sample taken
in the field may be screened and split into components in the field. Each component then is
handled as a separate material. The sample is sent to the laboratory where it is ground and split
several times into smaller and smaller samples. Each stage in the splitting process has its
associated errors. These added together yield the total error for the sample. This is a true chain
of events and is only as strong as the so-called “weakest link.” The stage with the largest
variance will control the total variance (Pitard, 1989a).
Analytical Error (AE)
The analytical error is only one component of the total sampling chain that leads to a final result
with its associated overall error (OE). Currently, most quality control efforts address the
endpoint of the chain of events leading to the estimate of pollutant concentration in the soil or
waste materials. Generally, when the subsampling error is greater than three times the analytical
error, the analytical error is of no consequence (Youden, 1967). This requires that studies be
carried out on the material from a particular site in order to determine the sampling error.
Frequently the analytical errors amount to less than two percent of the total variation seen in the
sample data. Example 5 was developed by the author at an NPL site in U.S. EPA Region 4.
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APPLICATION OF GY’S THEORY TO U. S. EPA SOIL AND WASTE SAMPLING
Most soil scientists are unfamiliar with Gy’s particulate sampling theory. In cases where Gy’s
published works are encountered, they are difficult to understand even if one is able to translate
from French into English. Pitard (1989a, 1989b) has provided an interpretive tool that can help
understand the theory. The terminology is new and often there are no direct links to similar
terms used in environmental science. Appendix A and B attempt to help the potential user adapt
the theory to soil sampling. For those cases where litigation is likely, the theory should be
considered and a statistician or other investigator familiar with the theory should be consulted
prior to finalizing the protocol. Pitard’s text (1989a) can be of considerable assistance in
applying Gy’s theory.
The fact that application of the theory appears to be difficult does not negate the validity of the
theory and its application to environmental science. Future soil sampling efforts will be adapted
to incorporate the theory as more scientists become aware of its usefulness. In A Rationale for
the Assessment of Errors in the Sampling of Soils, Van Ee et al. (1990) note, “Measurement error
consists of three major components, i.e., sample collection, preparation, and analysis.” This
reference outlines a procedure for addressing these sources of error. Figure 2-l shows the same
components of the overall estimation error (OE) in the sampling error (SE), the total preparation
error (PE), and the analytical error (AE). Gy’s theory can fit into the rationale set forth by Van
Ee et al. (1990).
An example of how Gy’s theory can provide assistance to the soil sampling effort is seen in the
QA area of representativeness. Currently, QA guidance for soil sampling (Barth et al., 1989; Van
Ee et al., 1990; and CDM Federal Programs Corporation, 1987) give a qualitative definition for
representativeness. Gy’s theory provides a means of quantifying the sampling effort. The theory
does not invalidate the qualitative definitions currently in use; it just strengthens what is currently
being done.
Sample correctness determines the accuracy of the estimation process. An incorrect sample is
a biased sample (Pitard, 1989a). Analytical bias is only a small part of the bias that can be
introduced into the final result reported to the user. Correct delimitation and extraction of a soil
sample is necessary to avoid introducing bias into the sampling effort. Gy’s theory indicates that
a cylinder is the correct delimitation of the sample to be taken from a two-dimensional waste
such as a soil layer. Shelby tubes or some form of channel sampling should be used to provide
a correct sample of material from the layers of a soil. Suggestions for correct sampling of these
materials are, presented in later sections.
One of the key concepts of Gy’s theory is that the variance of the sampling data is a function
of the maximum particle size. By reducing the particle size of the material by grinding or some
other form of size reduction, the investigator can reduce the variance to some predetermined
variance specified in the DQO document. Pitard (1989a, 1989b) outlines procedures for
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determining the particle size classes that are required to reduce the sample to an analytical
subsample. The protocol of arriving at this particle size can be determined from a sampling
nomograph similar to that shown in Appendix A and the sampling diagram shown in Appendix
B.
Where the sample weight would be too large for shippers or the laboratory to handle, it will be
necessary to grind the sample to a size that will allow the analytical subsample to be reduced to
a weight that is acceptable for shipping or analysis. Most soils do not require the grinding
process unless gravels or other large components are present.
In those cases where grinding is not acceptable because of volatility, etc., it will be necessary to
collect a number of small increments to be included in an analytical composite sample or else
each increment can be analyzed separately. The coarse materials should be screened out,
weighed, and documented prior to submission to the laboratory.
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SECTION 3
SOME STATISTICAL CONCEPTS THAT PERTAIN TO SOIL SAMPLING
Barth et al. (1989) have outlined many of the statistical concepts that are important to soil
sampling. This section will only give an overview of the key concepts that are necessary to
understand materials that are given in later sections.
The reader is encouraged to review classical statistical texts and the Soil Sampling Quality
Assurance User’s Guide (Barth et al., 1989) for more detailed information. A Statistical
Manual for Chemists (Bauer, 1971) is also very useful in sampling and quality assurance
work.
PRECISION AND ACCURACY
Precision and accuracy are occasionally used interchangeably (Bauer, 1971). Precision is a
measure of the reproducibility of measurements of a particular soil condition or constituent.
The statistical techniques encountered in soil sampling are designed to measure precision
and not accuracy.
Accuracy is the correctness of the measurement; however, it is an unknown. If the
investigator knew the absolute amount of a pollutant in the sample, there would be no need
to sample. Accuracy cannot be measured; it can only be surmised from secondary measures
that reflect the likelihood that an analytical method is accurate. Standards, spiked samples,
referee, and audit samples are all used as an attempt to evaluate the accuracy of an
analytical method. These samples are actually used to estimate the bias (see below) (Barth
et al., 1989) and not the accuracy of the sample or of the sampling process. The Quality
Assurance Management Staff (QAMS) (1991) has developed a glossary of QA terms that
are recommended for use by the U.S. EPA. Regarding the term accuracy, QAMS states
“EPA recommends that this term not be used and that precision and bias be used to convey
the information usually associated with accuracy.
Pitard (1989a, 1989b) makes a statement about accuracy that should be kept in mind when
discussing precision and accuracy. This is:
The definition of accuracy is often controversial and it is incorrect to include
the notion of precision with the notion of accuracy; consequently, definitions
given by most current dictionaries are misleading, confusing, and incorrect. . . .
As far as sampling is concerned, a sample is said to be accurate when the
absolute value of the bias, | m SE |, is smaller than a certain standard of
accuracy, moSE, which is regarded as acceptable for a given purpose. Accuracy
is a property of the mean of a given error exclusively. It is very important to

make a distinction between an accurate and an unbiased sample. An
unbiased sample implies that the mean of the selection error, m SE, is equal to
zero. . . . The bias is never strictly zero. . . . It is a limit case never encountered
in practice.
Usually the term “precision” is used to describe the reproducibility of
estimates. An estimate is precise or reproducible when the variance of the
2
selection error (this is also called the sampling error), s sE, is not larger than
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a certain standard of precision, s oSE, regarded as acceptable for a given purpose. Precision is a property of the variance of a given error exclusively.
The precision that is used for a particular study should not be the precision attainable in the
laboratory but should be the precision attainable by the entire sampling and analysis
scheme. Precision is controlled by the step in the sampling chain with the largest error.
This step is seldom the laboratory. Van Ee et al. (1990) have developed a rationale for
addressing the precision and bias of the entire measurement process that closely follows the
concepts outlined in Pitard’s text (1989a).
When the difference between background and some action level is small, it will be necessary
to meet precision standards that are quite rigorous. The precision of samples that have
been subjected to the comminution process outlined in Appendix A should have a potential
for less bias than samples that have not been handled in this detail. VOA samples can be
expected to be less precise than would a metals sample that had been dried, ground, and
properly split.
BIAS
Bias is most often used in U.S. EPA sampling efforts to reflect the accuracy of the analytical
method and, therefore, only looks at one very small component of the total sample bias.
It is usually determined by evaluating spiked samples and referee samples. These samples
do not measure sampling bias. An unbiased sample is an unattainable limit (Pitard, 1989a)
except under conditions where all particles are exactly alike or when the entire lot is
submitted for analysis. (A forensics specimen may be completely digested and analyzed in
order to determine its composition. There is no sampling bias in this case.)
Bias cannot be measured because the true concentration of a pollutant in a sample is
unknown. The tools that are used to extract a sample and the preparation of the sample,
as well as the analysis, can introduce bias into the measurement results. The use of spiked
samples is often used to attempt to determine if bias is present in the analysis. Van Ee et
al. (1990) outline a procedure or rationale that attempts to identify if bias is present in the
measurement process. This reference should be considered when designing the sampling
protocol and appropriate field evaluation samples interjected into the sampling chain.
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SUBSAMPLING
Cochran (1963) outlines the statistical concepts of subsampling, or two-stage sampling as he
calls it. When a sample of any population such as soil is collected, it usually is necessary
to reduce it to some smaller portion of material for chemical analysis (i.e., a subsample).
An example will help to understand the statistical concepts involved.
Example 6: Approximately one kilogram of soil is taken from the wells of
a sampling pit by creating a series of steps that are the thickness of a
stratigraphic unit (layer of soil). The samples are collected with a
coring device and traverse the entire layer; thus, the sample is correct
for a two-dimensional waste. In a preliminary study, the contaminant was
shown to be moving only through a fine, sandy layer of soil located from
0.9-1.0 meters below the surface. The analytical laboratory makes use of
There would be approximately 100 ten-gram
only ten-gram samples.
subsamples in the material sent to the laboratory. This must be split into
a single subsample.

Variability in samples taken for assessing chemicals that do not change with the sampling
procedure (such as metals or nonvolatile organics) can be further reduced by making the
analytical subsample from a number of increments of smaller subsamples.
Cochran (1963) notes that “the principal advantage of two-stage sampling is that it is more
flexible than one-stage sampling.” He further notes that a balance between precision and
cost must be weighed in determining which approach is to be taken.
Barth et al. (1989) defines an “action support” for a block of soil. Sampling from such a
block is in reality a form of sub-sampling. The block that has been identified for sampling
becomes the population or lot (L) that is to be sampled. Some form of systematic or
probabilistic sampling must be used to extract the material that will be sent to the
laboratory. Depending upon the approach and philosophy of the sampler, this may be the
sample or it can be considered as a subsample of the support. The analytical sample then
becomes either a subsample or a sub-subsample. The latter is a three-stage sampling
process.
The components of variance procedure discussed briefly in Section 2 makes use of multistaged sampling in order to be able to identify where the variance is being introduced into
the sample.
Liggett et al. (1984) define a subsampling procedure as: "...a sequence of steps by which one
extracts from a sample of a bulk material a subsample of suitable size for chemical analysis.”
They also note that the procedure used can have a marked influence upon the results
obtained. There are three steps involved in arriving at the average concentration of a bulk
material such as soil -- sampling, subsampling, and analysis. The procedures for sampling
the lot must account for the variation found in the material itself. Persons interested in
obtaining a detailed statistical understanding of the influence of the sampling procedures
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upon the results obtained should consult the works of Liggett (Liggett et al., 1984) and his
co-workers.
Procedures outlined in Section 2 provide a guide for subsampling a larger sample of soil.
One of the key elements of Pierre Gy’s particulate sampling theory is the identification of
the size or weight of sample that must be taken in order to insure a particular level of
reliability. The protocol developed as a result of using the sampling nomograph (Appendix
A) provides one means of developing an appropriate sub-sample.
This procedure is by no means the only approach that can be used. Other approaches can
be used when the chemicals are volatile or for some reason cannot be handled in the
manner outlined. For example, when volatile chemicals are being assessed, it may be
necessary to take a number of small incremental samples and analyze each of them. The
average concentration then becomes the mean of these subsamples.
Rogers et al. (1988) describe a field method for determining the amount of soil to extract
from a core in order to subsample the core. Procedures outlined in Section 2 and described
by Pitard (1989a) can be used with this method. Essentially, the method takes randomly
located increments of the core to make up the subsample. As long as sample correctness
is insured, this would provide an unbiased sample. The number of increments should be
increased if experience indicates that the variability within the soil core is large. This can
be determined during Phase 1 or the pilot study.
DOUBLE SAMPLING
The term double sampling should not be confused with two-staged sampling. The latter is
really subsampling. Double sampling makes use of sampling an area in phases. Estimates
of the mean and variance obtained in Phase 1 of a study are used to develop the design
used in Phase 2. The phases of the study may occur within a day or two of each other or
there may be several months between the phases. The lag time is dependent upon
analytical time and the time for review of the Phase 2 sampling plan.
Barth et al. (1989) recommend that double or multi-phased sampling be used when there
is little or no information about the site. This provides the data needed to develop a more
focused sampling plan. Cochran (1963) notes that double sampling is often used when
stratification is deemed necessary to control some of the sources of variation within the data.
The efficiency of geostatistical tools can often be enhanced by stratifying the site according
to levels of contamination. This is especially true when a plume of pollutant has developed
over time. The orientation of the sampling grid along the axis of the plume provides a
means of identifying the trend of the data and controlling this in the analysis of the
developed variograms and in kriging the data.
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A second type of double sampling is noted by Cochran (1963) and used by Geist and
Hazard (1975), who made use of this technique to develop a rapid method for screening a
large number of soils on a national forest in northeastern Oregon. A large set of samples
was collected and analyzed by an inexpensive, rapid analytical method. A second smaller
set of samples was collected and analyzed by a more expensive, lengthy, and difficult method
of analysis. A regression equation was developed from the two sets of data. These data
were then used to determine the optimum number of samples and analyses to be taken for
each type of analytical procedure. These authors also noted that a level of precision can
be used as the deciding factor rather than cost. An example using actual PCB data is
presented in Appendix E.
COMPOSITE SAMPLING
The standard deviation around a mean estimate obtained from a series of samples taken
from a block or batch of soil material is often quite large. This is especially true with wastes
that have been deposited on the soil. A well homogenized sample made up of a number
of increments of material or from several samples collected from the block of soil will
normally exhibit a smaller variance. This sample is called a composite sample.
The use of composite samples is often recommended as a means of reducing the cost of
sampling at a particular site. One often encounters sampling plans that composite samples
of soil taken over the entire depth of the sampled profile. This can be useful in some cases
but should be used only after considerable thought. Properly used, compositing can provide
a means of quickly assessing if an area needs further sampling, but it must be used with
caution.
The author was asked to review a protocol for a site located in the Midwest where
compositing was not appropriate. The study was attempting to determine if soils over a
large site were contaminated. A one-foot segment of soil core was taken every five feet
down to a depth of approximately fifty feet. These segments were then combined into one
sample, homogenized, then subsampled. This approach was intended to show if
contamination was present anywhere in the profile. Needless to say, the effort found
nothing except in some very high concentration hot-spots. Additional sampling carried out
at a later date showed that the pollutant was located in a very narrow zone that fell outside
of the sampling intervals chosen for this study.
Pitard (1989) recommends developing a sample by taking a large number of small
increments and combining them into a single sample submitted to the laboratory. This
sample is then reduced to an analytical subsample by splitting or some other method of
volume reduction. This approach provides the benefits of the composite sample and yet
avoids the problems of homogenization, etc., that one encounters with large volumes of soil.
Appendix A outlines procedures that make use of Gy’s sampling theory to carry out the
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reduction of sample size. Pitard’s text (1989a) outlines several other methods and discusses
the potential for bias associated with each.
Skalski and Thomas (1984) outline a procedure for using Bayesian statistics and compositing
of samples as a means of identifying the size of a spill zone. Bayes statistics allows the
investigator to make use of prior information to guide in the design of the next phase of
sampling. These authors go through a procedure for evaluating composite samples. This
is discussed in an example given in Appendix E.
One of the problems with compositing samples is the loss of information and the loss of
sensitivity because of dilution of the samples such as was noted for the Midwest site example
given above. Skalski and Thomas (1984) suggest that the effects of contaminant dilution can
be reduced by specifying the minimum detection limit (MDL) for the analytical procedure
and what could be called the action level (AL) or action support (Barth et al., 1989) for the
site. Using this information, the maximum number of samples or increments that can be
composited is given by:
n

Equation 3-1

AL/MDL

The use of this equation for screening samples allows the investigator to reduce the number
of samples and still detect a single composite at the AL when mixed with (n-l) samples
containing no pollutant. Skalski and Thomas (1984) provide test statistics for determining
if any sample within the group of samples combined into the composite were above the AL.
Those groups that fail the test are then analyzed as individuals to determine which support
fails the AL criterion.
Holding times can create a problem for designs in which the composite is analyzed followed
by a re-analysis of those samples that failed the screening test. This is especially true when
the analytical cycle covers several weeks. For most metals this may not be a problem, but
with organic chemicals this may preclude the use of this approach.
In situations where a field method is available to use as a rapid screening tool and where
the field method has a low detection limit, such a method can be very useful. Only those
samples likely to be close to the AL need be analyzed in detail. Those that fail the field
screening test can then be analyzed individually. Samples that are well above or below the
AL need not be sent to the laboratory. Only those that are close to the AL need to be sent
to the laboratory for detailed analysis.
Brumelle et al. (1984) indicate that composite sampling often is recommended for situations
in which the cost of analysis is high in comparison with sampling costs. Efficiency of the
sampling plan with the smallest variance is used as a means of identifying the most desirable
plan.
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HOMOGENIZATION
Homogenization is not a statistical concept; however, it is used to control the variance
within a sample. Pitard (1989a) points out that homogeneity is really a limit case that is
rarely ever encountered. Bulk materials observed on a macro-scale may appear to be
homogeneous but on a micro-scale are quite heterogeneous. Liquids may be homogeneous,
but soils seldom are.
Mixing of the samples tends to reduce the distribution and segregation error (DH) provided
segregation of fractions does not reoccur. Gravity induces this segregation which cannot be
prevented during shipping and storage. Thus, the benefits of homogenization are temporary
and unless carried out immediately prior to analysis, may not be beneficial. The constitution
heterogeneity is a limit below which the benefits of mixing cannot pass. Homogenization
can’t improve the situation below this limit since it only impacts the segregation and
grouping error.
Cameron (1986) evaluated soil homogenization from the point of view of the analytical
laboratory and should be consulted for information on the techniques that are useful in the
laboratory setting. He outlines the benefits of various homogenization techniques. When
evaluating the information presented in Cameron’s report, one should keep in mind the
work of Pitard (1989a) and others that have developed particulate sampling theory. Proper
incremental sampling produces the same benefit as homogenization and overcomes
problems that can occur during shipment and storage of the samples.
RANDOM SAMPLING
The basis of most sampling plans in environmental sampling is the concept of random or
probabilistic selection of the sample to be collected and the subsample that is to be
analyzed. In random sampling of a site, each sample point within the site must have an
equal probability of being selected. The same can be said for the selection of particles
within a sample. As was noted in Section 2, each and every particle within the sample must
have an equal chance of being selected. Each particle that is not in the sample should have
a zero probability of being selected.
Properly designed sampling plans based upon the laws of probability provide a means of
making decisions that have a sound basis and are not likely to be biased. So-called “grab
samples” or judgmental sampling are often used to do a “quick and dirty” evaluation of a
site. In the legal arena, these samples often lead to problems. There is no basis for
evaluating the validity of the sample, nor is there any means for using these samples in
arriving at a sound decision with regards to the site. The potential for bias introduced by
the person taking the sample is great and unknown. These samples, if treated properly, can
provide insight into what chemicals may be present on a site, where particular activities have
occurred, and the potential source of the pollutant.
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These deterministic samples are nonrandom samples collected for a particular reason.
Pitard (1989a) also calls these samples “purposive samples” in that they are based solely on
the collector’s choice of which units are to be collected or analyzed. They are not samples
but are, in reality, only specimens. Any specimen that is submitted to the laboratory should
be identified in the field records as such. This prevents the sample from being treated in
the same manner as those samples that are collected by some probabilistic method.
STRATIFIED SAMPLING
One of the tools of sampling that can be used to reduce the variability of the sample is
stratified sampling. Strata are identified as regions of the site that are expected to be
uniform in character, The variance within the strata should be smaller than the variance
between strata. Sampling points within the strata are selected systematically or by some
random process.
Systematic sampling can be considered a form of stratified sampling, although it is not
usually considered as such.
In the soil environment, strata are often associated with soil types or as areas of known
pollution versus areas where pollutants are not expected to be present. Stratification is
often used in Phase 2 of a sampling plan and is based upon data collected during Phase 1
or by use of field screening techniques such as XRF (Ramsey, 1989) and soil gas surveys
(Devitt et al., 1987)
GEOSTATISTICS
The use of geostatistics and geostatistical concepts was mentioned only briefly in the first
edition of this sampling document. The techniques have been greatly improved and made
available to the investigator since that time. A number of commercial organizations within
the United States as well as several Federal agencies have become quite proficient in the
use of these techniques as a means of providing estimates of pollutant concentrations at sites
within the U.S.
Geostatistical techniques are discussed in depth in Davis (1986), David (1982) and Henley
(1981). Starks, Sparks, and Brown (1989) present data on the Palmerton NPL Site in
Pennsylvania where geostatistics was used to design the sampling plan as well as analyze the
data generated by the sampling effort. A number of other studies have been conducted
where geostatistics have been used to provide guidance on environmental remediation (U.S.
EPA, 1984a, 1984b, and Florida Power and Light Co., 1986).
Kriging and the other geostatistical techniques are perhaps one of the major advances in soil
mapping, isopleth development, and evaluation of the spatial distribution of soil and waste
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properties. The primary purpose for the use of kriging is interpolation within the system of
samples. It should not be used to extrapolate outside of the boundaries of the sampling
area (Barth et al., 1989). Burgess and Webster (1980b) also point out that the results of
kriging “...depend to some extent upon the tools and methods that happen to be convenient
for sampling.” These two factors should be borne in mind when using geostatistics.
Two types of kriging are commonly used:
Punctual kriging where the estimates are made for points on the
surface being modeled (Burgess and Webster, 1980a).
Block kriging where the estimates are made for points lying within the
block (Burgess and Webster, 1980b). It tends to produce a smoother
estimate of concentrations and has a smaller estimation variance than
punctual kriging.
Block kriging is perhaps the most useful approach for pollutant studies. The term block had
its origin in mining where a block of ore or rock was the unit of interest. The investigator
or RPM at a site desires to know not the concentration at a particular point in space but
the average concentration over a block of soil that represents either an actual or potential
risk to a human population or the environment. The support for a block of soil becomes
the volume of material extracted from that block (Starks, 1986; David, 1982; and Davis,
1986).
Starks (1986) suggests that the geometric shape of the support for a sampling unit must be
compatible with the sampling unit to be kriged. Samples should be taken from a number
of locations within the block. These can be composited into a single sample. During the
pilot or Phase 1 study, the investigator should plan to incorporate some form of components
of variance study so that the within-block variance can be determined. This will require that
several composites be prepared from samples of soil taken from the block.
Bryan (1989) indicates that the unit of soil used in block kriging can be the remediation
management unit (RMU) (a block or volume of soil that must be treated). This concept
offers a means for merging sampling, risk assessment, remedial activities, and cost for a unit
of soil located on a site. The mechanism for creating this merger has not been formalized
within the U.S. EPA. The Environmental Response Team at Edison, New Jersey, held a
workshop on Data Manipulation and Interpretation in the Spring of 1990. At this workshop,
there was considerable discussion, indicating that there is interest in using such a procedure.
The soil sampling procedures outlined below provide a means for implementing a sampling
plan that can be incorporated into a system of sampling designed to address specific volumes
of soil material within a site.
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SECTION 4
REVIEW OF BACKGROUND DATA
There are essentially five major types of sampling situations that the environmental
investigator is likely to encounter. These are:
Large area studies where the pollution is in the surface or
shallow layers, e.g., in support of an ambient monitoring effort
(Office of Pesticide Programs, 1976).
Large area studies where pollution has moved down into the soil
profile, e.g., assessing the impact from a major industrial complex.
(Flatman, 1984; U.S. EPA, 1984a, 1984b; Starks et al., 1989).
Localized area studies where pollution is in the surface layers, e.g.,
sampling around a recent hazardous chemical spill or capacitor rupture
(Boomer et al., 1985; Kelso et al., 1986).
Localized plume studies where the major source of contamination is
below the surface at some depth, e.g., sampling near a leaking
hazardous waste disposal site (U.S. EPA, 1982).
Special research studies conducted for litigation, scientific
understanding, method development, or source identification (Mason
and Carlile, 1986; Switzer et al., 1983).
Using data acquired from the local area and from studies carried out by others, the
investigator should attempt to determine which of these situations is present at the site to
be investigated. The investigator should use this as the basis of a conceptual model of the
situation that exists at the site. At each step of the investigation, the model is tested and
refined as new data becomes available.
This determination is important because any monitoring effort requires a familiarity with
the area under investigation. Too little time is usually spent in preliminary data collection,
evaluation, and planning. It is difficult, if not impossible, to undertake a reliable soils study
without reviewing existing data and developing a conceptual model of the pollutant behavior
at the site. The data sources presented below should be evaluated and studied prior to
finalizing a preliminary model and developing a plan to acquire samples to test that model.
The areas outlined below are presented to draw the investigator’s focus onto those types of
data that will reveal the potential location of pollutants and help evaluate their migration
throughout the environment. Combined with site visits and interviews with local citizens,
a good grasp of the situation can be gained by this preliminary background data collection.
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Libraries, museums, governmental agencies, public agencies, data bases, and researchers are
all sources of information that can be accumulated prior to finalizing the study plan. Often
local citizens can provide information that is not available in any of the normal research
channels. The environmental scientist working on abandoned hazardous waste sites will find
that often the private citizen is one of the most useful resources of unpublished data. They
have often lived in the area and are familiar with the operation of the site and may even
provide insight into the types of chemicals and the methods of disposal.
The scientist working in these cases must become a detective. Any piece of information that
will help determine how and where the pollutants may migrate is useful in planning the soil
sampling study. Each piece of information must be sifted, sorted, and evaluated in an
attempt to determine how the soil system responds to such factors as flooding, movement,
and use.
The following listing of information is not exhaustive but is given only as a guide into the
types of information that are available. Each researcher should be able to use this listing
as a starting point from which to develop the needed data.
HISTORICAL DATA
The investigator should attempt to collect all available documents dealing with the study
area including newspaper accounts, if time permits. The more informed the investigator is,
the better his grasp of the situation. The result should be a knowledgeable study that
addresses the pollutant problem in the context of the soil system in the study area.
Historical data can help answer questions about the sources of pollution, routes of
migration, uses of the area, or any data that will aid in designing a study that will acquire
the necessary data. The kinds of information will vary with the site but, in general, they
deal with the history of use of the area, historical drainage patterns, groundwater flow and
use, and environmental and health problems associated with the study area.
Sanborn Map Company in Pellam, NY, produced city maps from approximately 1870 until
the 1950’s. Archives of these old maps exist around the U.S. Sanborn maintains an archive
of the old maps and will sell copies of these to the investigator. These maps show old
structures, holding tanks, utility lines, transportation routes, water bodies, canals, and ponds.
These maps have proven to be invaluable in parts of the U.S. where industrial activity
extends back into that period. City atlases can provide much of the same information for
the period after 1950.
Wildlife biologists and other conservation workers familiar with the natural environment in
the study area, along with hunters, conservation groups, and scouting groups, can prove to
be valuable sources of information about the wildlife and vegetation changes that can reflect
the impacts of pollution in an area.
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Stream gauging station operators, boating clubs and sportsmen are valuable sources of
information about the possible routes of migration for groundwater and pollution. Often
they have noted changes in color, sediment loading, algal blooms, etc., that indicate
chemicals are entering the streams in the area. This becomes especially important when
abandoned hazardous waste sites are the source of pollution.
Local authorities such as fire, police, health, engineering, highway and maintenance
departments, tax departments, forestry and conservation workers can all provide valuable
information on prior land use. Where spills have occurred, the local fire departments are
often able to provide information on the movement of the spilled materials. This is
especially important if they have used any particular countermeasures on unusually toxic
chemicals.
Spill response teams can provide valuable information for planning further studies at a spill
site. They should have information on what chemicals were used to counteract the spill,
what techniques were used to contain the materials, where the materials were transported,
how they were loaded, and what was done that may have spread the pollution either
vertically or horizontally. The reader may ask, “Why is this item important if a response
team was on site?” Experience has shown that often the spill response activities solve an
immediate problem only to create a long-term problem. Information gleaned from the
records of the emergency response team or from members of the cleanup crew can provide
insight into where the pollutant may have moved.
The U.S. Soil Conservation Service (SCS), along with the Cooperative Extension Service and
the Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service (ASCS), have frequent contact with
the local community and are often in the rural areas. They are interested in the soil system
and are usually qualified to assist in obtaining the kinds of information that are needed
about not only the history of the area but also the presence and effects of pollution. The
staff of all three of these groups can usually identify the local historians in the community.
SCS and ASCS both maintain files of aerial photographs of the area. These files often go
back for a number of years and can give information on the uses of the area along with
changes in soil character with time. Example 7 shows how this information was valuable in
determining the migration of pollution at a leaking underground storage tank site.
Basically, the environmental investigator is attempting to reconstruct the situation over a
period of time that may extend from weeks to several decades. An attempt must be made
to determine where the pollution came from, how long it has been present, where it has
gone in the past, and what effects it may have had on the environment. Any information
that will aid in answering these types of questions will assist in developing a meaningful
study plan.’
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Example 7:

A Leaking underground storage tank located in New Jersey
The insurance
impacted a home located on the property adjacent to it.
company was interested in determining why leaking gasoline only impacted
one home located near a service station owned by their customer and did not
affect other homes in the area. The 1938 Soil Conservation Service’s Soil 1
Survey Map covered this area. At that time the area was open fields and
farms. By 1982-83 the area was heavily urbanized. Much of the area had
been leveled and old surface drains filled. The SCS map showed that a
surface drainage had run from the location of the service station through
the homeowner’s property. Monitoring well boring togs indicated that the
subsoil showed a textural change pattern that followed the trace of the old
drainage channel. Closer sampling of the soil indicated that the highest
This
concentrations of gasoline followed this old channel also.
information played a major role in resolving the case.

GEOLOGICAL DATA
The geological character of the area is important not only for determining the routes of
migration of soil pollutants but also as a factor in any attempt to stratify the area into
homogeneous soil types. Parent materials and bedrock can often play an important part in
determining how the pollutants will react in the soil.
The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), the Corps of Engineers, and the Bureau of
Reclamation all maintain information on stream conditions and stream flow. These agencies
are valuable sources of data about the history of the stream channels, about dredging of
channels in the streams, and about flooding. These factors may play an important part in
determining the rate and route of pollution migration. Groups such as the Tennessee Valley
Authority, the Colorado River Commission, and the Great Lakes Basin Commission have
environmental scientists on their staffs that are often able to provide insight into the
environmental setting of the streams and lakes in the area.
The USGS has produced many reports on the geology of parts of the U.S. Their staffs are
knowledgeable on rock formations, drainage, ground-water flow and quality, and can provide
maps and remote sensing data in many cases. The USGS field geologists often work closely
with the various state agencies that cover areas such as mining, groundwater, construction,
and environmental geology. These scientists are usually familiar-with the settings where
studies are to be conducted; in fact, they have often been the first persons contacted when
a problem with ground water has occurred.
Any information that will tell the investigator about the nature of the bedrock, the groundwater elevations, the direction of ground-water flow, and the sources of recharge to the
aquifer should be acquired prior to developing the final study plan.
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SOILS INFORMATION
As was mentioned above, the SCS, the ASCS, and the Cooperative Extension Service
(County Agent) are three of the best sources of information on soils in an area and should
be the first point of contact before any other soils data searches are undertaken. The state
and local offices of the SCS maintain information on the status of the agricultural system
in the areas under their responsibility. The SCS soils reports are a good place to develop
a familiarity with the soil types in the study area.
Most states maintain an agricultural school that is closely aligned with the U.S. Department
of Agriculture’s various offices. The Soils Department and/or Agronomy Department, if not
separate departments, of the Land Grant Universities are in close contact with the SCS and
are often directly involved in agricultural soils analysis work. Their files often contain
valuable information on the nature of the soils in an area, and they often know of problems
that have surfaced in the past. Some of the universities have maintained samples of soils
from past studies. These can, on occasion, provide a valuable insight into past pollution
levels if the samples have been properly maintained.
Any data that will assist in determining soil properties, chemical composition, amount of
organic matter, rates of percolation into the soil, crop history, type and amounts of clay,
presence of hardpans (i.e., fragipans or durapans), drainage patterns within the soil, and
spatial variability in the study area can be a valuable asset when the time comes to interpret
the results of the study as well as during the planning phases of the study.
Currently site investigations go through several cycles of study. More than one soil sampling
effort may occur at a site. The results of these studies must be included in the planning for
the current study. The quality assurance data (co-located samples, replicates, and splits)
must be used to determine the number of samples and the protocol for comminution. Maps
of the pollution location can be used to guide the placement of sampling points.
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
Other scientists often are interested in the same areas where the environmental investigator
is attempting to determine the levels of soil pollution. These studies often provide valuable
insight into the pollution problem even though they may not have been designed to address
pollution per se. Frequently the geologist working on a ground-water problem will have
information on pollutant migration and soil properties that can prove to be valuable. The
well driller’s log books kept when exploratory borings are made for construction of highways,
water wells’ or mining exploration can be used to augment the data collected by the soils
investigator.
Universities in the area frequently have accumulated data as part of thesis projects and
other research studies that can be used to increase the understanding of the soil system.

Where the U.S. EPA or one of its state counterparts has been investigating a particular
pollution incident, the data accumulated by them along with any analyses should be
consulted prior to undertaking the study. This search for data at the state level should
include both the environmental agencies and the health agencies. Each state has a slightly
different organizational structure; therefore, where the data is archived will depend upon
the state involved.
Environmental impact statements (EIS) are a gold mine of information that can save
considerable time for the field investigator. Studies where highways and canals, etc., have
been the subject of an EIS can greatly increase the information available for planning with
little cost involved on the part of the investigating agency.
The investigator is attempting to find information on the pollutants, routes of migration, and
effects of that migration. Therefore, any environmental study that has been undertaken in
the past can provide the keys to preparing a viable study plan.
LEGAL CASES
Where legal action is pending at a particular location, data often is available through the
various enforcement channels. This type of information is sensitive and often difficult to use
due to chain-of-custody and confidentiality. Frequently government agencies will share data
with each other under normal conditions, but when court action is involved or possible, data
is difficult to obtain and even more difficult to use in an open forum.
Attorneys often will place restrictions on discussing a pending case with anyone that is not
involved with the case. This can create problems for the field investigator who is attempting
to plan a study and needs assistance from a technical expert to obtain background data or
information. The attorney may not want the expert knowing about the study for fear that
this information will get back to the other parties in a case. The restrictions depend upon
the agency, the purpose of the case, and the particular attorney that is directing the case.
When a case is closed or has already gone to court, considerable data may be available in
the various enforcement offices and in the court proceedings. This is available and can
usually be obtained if the need exists. The time involved can be extensive, but the data may
well be worth the effort if the soils study being planned has the potential for creating
controversy or is being used in litigation.
REMOTE SENSING
Imagery obtained from either aircraft or satellite can prove to be valuable in determining
the impacts of pollutants and in identifying routes and effects of migration. Old landfill sites
can often be identified from archived aerial photography which is perhaps one of the best
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historical records available. The U.S. EPA’s Environmental Monitoring Support Laboratory
in Las Vegas, Nevada (EMSL-LV), is the best resource available for pollution-oriented
imagery. They are knowledgeable about sources of existing imagery and also can assist in
obtaining new imagery for Agency cases. Photographs taken in conjunction with accidents
or chemical spills are valuable resources for determining the areas where samples should
be taken.
The sources listed in Table 4-1 can often provide available imagery.
Table 4-1. Sources of Remote Sensing Imagery.
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service
Bonneville Power Administration
Bureau of Reclamation
Colorado River Commission
EROS Data Center in Sioux Falls, SD
Great Lakes Resin Commission
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
National Archives and Record Service
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Rations1 Park Service
Tennessee Valley Authority
U.S. Air Force
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
U.S. Army Map Service
U.S. Bureau of Land Management
U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey
U.S. Forest Service
U.S. Geological Survey
U.S. Soil Conservation Service
U.S. Canadian Boundary Commission

CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF THE SITE
A tool that has proven to be useful for designing a sampling plan is the formulation of a
conceptual model of how the pollution is distributed over the site and how it might impact
the environment or the public. The data that is accumulated through a search of existing
information can play a vital role in correctly defining how the pollutant is distributed in the
soil.
Data collected can then be used to test the model and thus provide a timely and effective
evaluation of the hazards created by the presence of pollutants in the soil. If the model
does not fit the data, then it can be modified to better reflect the conditions as they are
discovered through sampling of the soils. The model should only be considered as a tool
for focusing the sampling designs and for reducing the sampling errors inherent in soils and
solid waste materials.
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SECTION 5
METHODS FOR REDUCING VARIOUS SOURCES OF SAMPLING ERROR
The various sources of sampling error outlined in Section 2 all add together to produce the
total sampling error. There are statistical and sampling procedures that can be used to
control or reduce the effects of these errors. These procedures are discussed below and
should be included in any sampling design.
There is a tendency on the part of many investigators who sample soil to believe that grab,
purposive, biased, or judgmental sampling is all that is needed to arrive at a decision about
a particular site that is under investigation. Without the input of some form of statistical
control, there is no means of determining the reliability of the data or of making a valid
decision about the action needed at the site. The controls discussed below are suggestions
for aiding in providing the necessary statistical input into the data quality objectives for a
site. Barth et al. (1989), provide guidance for developing statistical designs; however, a
statistician familiar with environmental sampling should be consulted prior to finalizing the
protocol document.
SAMPLING TOOLS
Correct sampling (see Section 2 for definition) requires that the proper tool be used. Pitard
points out in his class that “the technology of correct samplers remains to be developed”
(Pitard, 1989b). Soils are usually treated as two- or three-dimensional materials (Pitard,
1989a, 1989b). The selection of which model to use depends upon the data needs of the
agency. Keeping in mind that two- and three-dimensional soil materials are very difficult
to sample correctly, the following suggestions are made. These suggestions are modifications
of those made in the original protocol document (Mason, 1983).
Soils are usually stratified into layers known as soil horizons. The Soil Science Society of
America defines a soil horizon as follows:
A layer of soil or soil material approximately parallel to the land surface and
differing from adjacent genetically-related layers in physical, chemical, and
biological properties or characteristics such as color, structure, texture,
consistency, kinds and numbers of organisms present, degree of acidity or
alkalinity, etc. (SSSA, 1965).
In addition to the strata that are used for soil classification, there are also strata that are
due to deposition of the original materials and that may fall outside the layers that the soil
scientist normally considers. The type of layers one would place in this latter category are
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the strata found within the C horizon or the “parent material.” Glacial outwash materials,
for example, may contain many layers of interbedded gravels, sands, and clay laid down at
different times in the glacial cycle. Lacustrine clays are another example of bedded
materials that form distinct layers in the so-called parent material.
These strata become the units of sampling that should be considered because liquid
pollutants frequently accumulate in the coarser layers of the soil. The Shelby tube sampler
(with or without liners), split spoon samplers, and other core sampling devices are useful for
sampling soil strata. Augers may be used, but the investigators should keep in mind that
identification of the exact location of the sample and control of cross contamination are
difficult to implement with these devices.
No matter which tool is used, it is necessary to insure that the tool traverses the entire strata
or portion of the strata that is considered to be the layer of the soil. Once the core is
extracted, it can be subsampled by taking segments across the entire core and combining a
number of these increments into the sample to be submitted to the laboratory. Pitard
(1989a) recommends that the sample be made up of thirty or more increments. This is done
in order to reduce the effects of segregation or aggregation -of the pollutant within the soil.
A classical approach for sampling soils is to use a spoon, shovel, scoop, or other scraping
tool. Pitard (1989a) points out that these tools do not extract an unbiased sample of the
material. These tools can be used to attempt to approximate the proper model of the
sample that should be extracted from the soil. For example, Drees and Wilding (1973)
present a sampling design that can approach sample correctness.
Figure 5-l shows the sampling approach used by Drees and Wilding (1973). This approach
is called channel sampling by Pitard (1989a). This is a schematic showing a soil sampling
pit with six channels cut into the sides of the pit. The letters A-C represent the strata or
soil horizons and the numbers l-6 represent channels or columns of soil taken from the pit.
The depth of the channel (the dimension perpendicular to the face of the pit) should be as
uniform as possible and the main axis should be perpendicular to the plane of the strata in
the pit. It is necessary to clean the face of the pit so that a uniform depth can be extracted.
This may be difficult in cases where there is debris and large rocks present in the cut. It
may be necessary to work around large rocks, etc. The depth of cut should be from the
plane of the cut face and not from a part of a rock or a piece of debris protruding into the
pit.
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Depending upon the amount of material needed for the analysis and the purpose of the
sampling effort, increments can be randomly taken from each horizon or layer in each of
the cuts. These are combined into a single sample representing the layer at the pit location.
The location of the increments can be determined by randomly locating (use some form of
random process and not judgement to select the point) a number of segments along the axis
of the channel in each horizon or depth zone. The thickness and the number of increments
would depend upon the volume or weight of material that is needed to make up the sample.
Although this design is not theoretically correct from the purist’s point of view, it does
provide a means for approximating sample correctness in situations where rock, scrap metal,
logs, tires, etc., are present in the profile if the sampling is carried out correctly. This design
also provides a mechanism for estimating the percentages of these materials at a sample
point.
An example is shown in Figure 5-2 of how the volumetric percentage of various materials
can be estimated. A cloth or metal measuring tape is hung in the sampling cut. The
specific location of the tape should be chosen by a random number or some other unbiased
process. A tally of the number of inches intersected by the tape is recorded for each
material. For example, rubber is transected about 2.1 to 2.3 inches and 5.4 to 6.0 inches.
Thus 0.8 inches would be assigned to rubber. Wood is only intersected from about 4.1 to
4.95; therefore, 0.85 inches would be assigned to wood. Rocks would be assigned 4.15
inches. Assuming that the total transect length would be 14 inches (15.5” - 1.5”), the
following percentages would be assigned to the materials found in this transect.
59.6%
29.6%
6.1%
5.7%

Soil
Rock
Wood
Rubber

A procedure obtaining a weight percentage of mixed materials was used in a study at an
NPL site that contained auto fluff (Rupp, 1989). A shovel was used to extract a fixed
volume of material from the sampling location. The material was then sorted by material
type, weighed, and subsampled. The percentages were then calculated on the basis of the
weights of each material type.
Coring devices provide the most appropriate choice of tool in order to be theoretically
correct for layered materials such as soils. Often core samples are taken as part of other
geotechnical exploration such as well drilling, etc. Cores are difficult to take when rock or
other obstructions are present in the soil profile that is to be sampled; however, if a
diamond drill is being used to collect rock cores, it may be possible to collect samples of the
hard, non-soil materials in the soil layer. This is often difficult because of the
unconsolidated nature of the soil/waste combination.
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In cases where core samples cannot be taken, pit sampling may be the only choice. A pit
sampling approach similar to that used by Drees and Wilding (1973) offers several
advantages. First, the entire profile is exposed so that potential pathways and channels can
be seen. Second, the percentages of non-soil materials can be estimated, and third, soil
samples can be obtained in situations that often cannot be sampled using any other method.
No matter which sampling method is used, it is necessary to insure that delimitation of the
portion of the soil to collect is correct and that extraction of this portion is also done
correctly. Keep in mind that sampling is correct when the probability of collection of all
fractions of the soil is constant. If any fraction is excluded or favored, sampling is not
correct and therefore, the results will be biased.
The importance of this bias may be minimal. Samples are often screened in the field to
remove debris and rocks larger than approximately ¼ inch or 2 mm. This biases the sample;
however, this may not be significant to the study. A sampling study could be done as part
of the pilot study to determine the significance of screening to the results.
The author recommends that double sampling similar to that outlined by Geist and Hazard
(1975) and shown in Appendix E be used. A set of sample pairs taken over a range of
concentrations would be used to evaluate the effects of non-soil materials on the results.
One member of the pair would be screened and the second would be comminuted and
sampled according to the methods shown in Appendices A and B.
This process would allow the investigator to make an informed decision about including the
non-soil fraction or excluding it from the sample. If a decision was made to exclude this
fraction, the investigator would be able to support a claim that this exclusion had limited
effect upon the results of the investigation and would be able to indicate the size of any
effect.
SAMPLE SELECTION
The location for collecting a soil sample, the position of the sample pit, and the location of
the cores should all be chosen by some random selection process. When the judgment of
the investigator is the major criterion for selection of the samples, these samples are
automatically biased. The materials submitted to the laboratory are not true samples but
merely specimens of soil. Their use in litigation, in regulation, and for scientific discovery
should be very much in question. There are situations where judgmental samplings can be
justified. They can provide assistance in helping to develop a conceptual model of how the
pollutant is distributed or migrating, but they should not be used in characterization of the
site.
Sampling that is to be used in the various phases of the regulatory process can be greatly
enhanced by the use of the statistical approaches outlined by Barth et al. (1989), Rogers et
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al. (1988), and Van Ee et al. (1990). The entire risk assessment process is based upon
probability of a particular outcome; therefore, the sampling that is to be a part of a risk
model should also generate the quality of data that provides proper input for the
assessment.
Most decision techniques also make use of various probability functions to aid in choosing
an appropriate course of action. The DQO procedures developed by the agency are
founded on the use of statistical reliability of the data required for the RPM’s and the
Regional Administrators (RA’s) to arrive at a decision about a particular site. A recent
article by Neptune et al. (1990), outlines the development of DQO’s for a site. This article
also defines an exposure unit (EU) that is similar to the remediation management unit
(RMU) of Bryan (1989).
Geostatistics has created an emphasis upon the use of systematic sampling with grids, radial
transects, or some similar approach to sampling. Grids are in reality nothing more than a
form of stratified sampling with the strata based upon spatial location of the sampling unit.
The starting point of the grid should be chosen by a random process.
Occasionally, the orientation of the grid is also chosen by the use of a random selection
process. Where a plume is suspected and the orientation of the plume can be estimated,
it is desirable to orient the grid so that the long axis of the grid is parallel to the suspected
plume center line. This is not necessary, however. Griffiths and Ondrick (1970) indicate
that a square or rectangular grid is the most useful for reconnaissance. By use of statistical
comparisons between rows and columns in the grid and the appropriate interaction terms
in the statistical analysis, it is possible to determine: (1) if there is any structure to the
pollutant; and (2) identify the approximate orientation of the pollutant (i.e., the plume
direction). The latter is accomplished by mathematically rotating the grid orientation until
the interaction term is no longer significant.
SAMPLE PREPARATION
The procedures outlined below are an attempt to incorporate some of Gy’s theory into soil
sampling at hazardous waste sites. These procedures are examples only and are not
intended to represent a standard method that should be used in all cases. Each investigator
should use the suggestions given below as a starting point for developing appropriate
sampling methods.
Reducing Sample Volume for Submission to the Laboratory
Earlier when the choice of a sampling tool was discussed, a suggestion was made that cores
or channel samples be used as a means of collecting a correct sample. Frequently the
procedure for collecting the sample is to remove the soil from the channel or split spoon,
place it in some container, such as a disposable aluminum roasting or turkey pan, mix the
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material as best one can in the field, then take a portion of the material by systematically
or randomly taking a number of increments and placing them in the sample bottle. This
procedure is very common, but it is incorrect sampling as it is usually practiced.
The analytical laboratory requires only a portion of the total material extracted. The field
team must have a method for reducing the volume of material down to an appropriate
subsample. Coning or quartering is occasionally used to reduce the volume of material
down to a manageable volume. Pitard (1989a) notes that this is also prone to bias.
Pitard (1989a) recommends the use of riffle splitters, alternate shoveling, or incremental
sampling. With the exception of incremental sampling, these methods will not work with
VOC samples. Riffle splitters are usually used in analytical laboratories and only work with
freely flowing materials such as dry, screened soil. Alternate shoveling offers a method that
can be used in the field if the material is not cohesive, such as wet clay. The material is
placed on a flat surface, such as a plastic sheet. One shovel or scoop full of material is
placed in a discard pile and the next placed in the sample material. This process is
continued until all of the material is divided. This can be repeated if it is necessary to
reduce the material further. Incremental sampling involves extraction of one or more
distinct increments of material for inclusion in the sample.
The core or channel sample offers a means of reducing the volume of material at the time
of collection. A number of random, narrow segments of the channel or the core are taken
by cutting across the material at each subsampling point. This is placed in a sample
container. The core or channel is then cut at the top of the next sample increment and the
waste discarded. This process is continued until the amount of material needed for
shipment to the laboratory is obtained.
If the sample is still too large, as might be the case when the sample reaches the laboratory,
a flattened elongated pile of the material is formed. Increments of this are selected by
cutting completely through the pile and including these in the sample. Figures 5-3,5-4, and
5-5 (based on Pitard, 1989a) show two approaches for carrying this out -- incremental
sampling and splitting. The incremental sampling process is broken into four basic and
independent steps. These are:
1)

Sample point selection: all points along a one-dimensional lot are
submitted to either a random or a stratified random selection process.
The appropriate number of points are selected.

2)

Increment delimitation: the size and orientation of the increment is
chosen so that the increment crosses the entire sample and takes all
material in that increment. This is a mental process, the sample is not
handled. A light line might be drawn across the material with a
spatula blade.
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3)

Increment extraction: the increment is removed from the mass of the
material. The tool used must remove all of the material lying within
the delimited increment.

4)

Increment reunion: the increments selected are then recombined into
a single sample to be submitted to the laboratory.

This process is most often used for sampling flowing streams or cores. These samples are
considered to be punctual or point samples when in reality they are an extended sample of
this point. Figure 5-3 shows this process for a soil core taken from a split spoon sampler.
Figure 5-5 shows incremental sampling of loose material. The selection of the increment
is made prior to extracting the material for the subsample.
An appropriate number of random locations or points are chosen along the length of the
core. These points are then expanded into a segment across the core (this is a mental
process; no soil is moved at this point). After the segments are visually delimited, they are
extracted from the core by use of a stainless steel spatula or knife. The segments are then
placed in a mixing pan, a shipping bottle, or some similar container. If the laboratory is
known to use an appropriate subsampling procedure, it is not necessary to mix the
increments. However, if the laboratory is unknown, it is advisable to mix the increments
prior to shipment to the lab.
Although similar to incremental sampling, splitting divides the material into a number of
equal segments that are selected after the material is divided. Pitard (1989a) breaks the
splitting process into four independent steps. These are:
1)

Fraction delimitation: the subsampling tool delimits the boundaries of
the fractions of the material to be subsampled. The cells of a riffle
splitter delimit the material into equal segment or fractions.

2)

Separation of the fractions: the fractions are split or separated from
each other.

3)

Reunion of fractions: the fractions are regrouped by some systematic
scheme.

4)

Sample selection: the actual material to be submitted is selected by
some probabilistic sampling procedure.

Examination of Figure 5-4 shows that the major difference between incremental sampling
and splitting is in the selection point. Incremental sampling selects the sample material
before delimitation and extraction. Splitting makes the selection after the extraction is
complete. When cores are used, or in the case of VOC sampling, only the incremental
sampling is appropriate, although splitting can be used with a core. Once the sample is
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collected, it may be necessary to further reduce the volume of material at the laboratory.
Either approach can be used for the final sample volume reduction.
Figure 5-5 shows how incremental sampling can be carried out in either the field or the
laboratory (Pitard, 1989a). A flattened elongated pile is formed from the material. One
set of incremental samples is collected, then the pile is reformatted along another axis. A
second set of increments is then collected. The final sample should contain approximately
25-30 small increments. This procedure provides a correct sample provided the spatula is
flat bottomed and collects all material in the delineated increment. Figure 5-5 exhibits a
schematic of a flat-bottomed spatula that can be purchased or manufactured by a sheet
metal shop.
When particle size is too coarse to permit the reduction of volume by incremental sampling
or splitting, it will be necessary to screen the sample or else follow procedures similar to
those outlined in Appendix A where the particle sizes are reduced by grinding or crushing.
These procedures can be used for metals and most semi-volatile chemicals but not with
volatile organic analysis. Care must be exercised in order to avoid cross contamination.
If non-soil materials, such as gravels, can be shown not to contribute to the pollution, they
can be screened out of the sample and weighed. The remaining material can then be
subjected to incremental sampling or splitting.
Pitard (1989a, 1989b) makes several suggestions for reducing the various factors that lead
to the segregation and grouping error (GE). These suggestions are:
The effects of the constitution heterogeneity (CH) can be reduced by
optimizing the sample weight (the smallest weight that will give the
desired fundamental error). This is done by use of the techniques
discussed in Appendix A.
Reduce the effects of grouping within the material by taking as many
increments of the material as possible. At least 30 increments are
recommended (this number of increments is based upon the results of
numerous sampling experiments (Pitard, 1989a)).
The effects of segregation can be reduced by homogenization if this is
feasible. The laboratory can carry out these processes, but they are
Also keep in mind that
very difficult to do in the field.
homogenization is not stable over any extended periods of time
because of settling, etc.
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VOC Sampling
Sampling for analysis of volatile organic compounds presents a problem for the investigator.
Lewis et al. (1991), Siegrist and Jennsen (1990), and Urban et al. (1989) have outlined new
approaches for handling VOC samples. These are still under investigation and have not been
officially adopted by the U.S. EPA. At the present, the only thing that can be said when VOCs
are found in the sample is to note that VOCs are present. With the exception of the methanol
preservation method, there is no way of quantitatively determining the concentrations of VOCs.
Shipping, storage, homogenizing, sample weighing, or any of the other steps that normally
precede analysis provide a point where pollutants can be lost from the sample. Samples are
much easier to handle and blend when they are dry. Drying is totally out of the question when
VOCs are present.
In discussions with Francis Pitard*, he noted that the only way to insure that the VOC sampling
is correct is to use incremental sampling and to take as many increments of soil as possible.
Where small cores can be taken (i.e., fine grained soils), it would be better to submit the entire
core segment for analysis if the laboratory can handle these samples. This is seldom possible
because many site soils contain some larger coarse-grained materials.
The guiding principle to keep in mind with VOC sampling is to maintain the sample in an intact
form from the time of collection to analysis if at all possible. When this cannot be done, every
effort should be made to expose the sample to the air for as short an amount of time as possible
and use preservation methods similar to the methanol method outlined by Siegrist and Jennsen
(1990) and Urban et al. (1989).
Procedures for handling these materials are being considered by several organizations. Lewis et
al. (1991) reviewed a number of methods that can be used for handling VOCs in soils. One
suggestion is to preserve the sample in methanol. This procedure was reported by Siegrist and
Jenssen (1990), Slater et al. (1983), and Urban et al. (1989). All of these authors indicate that
the methanol preserved samples exhibited concentrations that were up to an order of magnitude
higher than the standard method of sampling for VOCs.
The variability in the sample results was further reduced by Urban et al. (1989) who used a 200gram sample in a 500 ml glass wide-mouth bottle with a Teflon-lined lid. This was contrasted
with the standard 4 grams in a 40 ml VOA vial. The cost of the larger container was
approximately one dollar per sample more than the presently used 40 ml VOA vial. The larger,
methanol preserved samples had a concentration that was approximately an order of magnitude
higher than that obtained by the currently used method.
They also suggest that it is practical to use a l00-pound sample in 25 gallons of methanol for
characterizing materials from a landfill. These larger samples provide a better estimate of the
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of the concentration and have a smaller variance due to the larger weight of sample.
Because of the lower variance, fewer samples would be required to characterize a site. (See
Section 6 and Barth et al., [1989] for the procedure for determining the number of samples
needed). A representative sample of coarse materials could be attained without grinding
or crushing. There are difficulties in handling the large volumes of solvent, but it is feasible
to use such a procedure if it is justified by the conditions of the site.
The American Society for the Testing of Materials has a draft procedure in preparation
titled “Standard Practice for Sampling Waste and Soils for Volatile Organics Analysis” that may
be available shortly. This procedure will make use of methanol preservation.
Rocks and Large Fragments
Perhaps one of the most difficult problems to overcome for the environmental investigator
is the problem of the presence in samples of rock and other large debris items such as logs,
glass, demolition rubble, scrap steel, etc. The procedures outlined by Pitard (1989a) come
out of the mining industry where crushing, screening, and similar techniques are a common
practice. In the laboratory they are occasionally used, but the practices are not normally
encountered. Cameron (1986) outlines some procedures and equipment that can be used
in the laboratory for grinding and mixing samples.
When laboratory sample sizes are greater than ten grams, only the highest analyte
concentrations and very heterogeneous materials create a major problem for the analyst if
the particles are less than a quarter inch in diameter (see the nomograph in Appendix A).
Particles of this diameter are classed as fine gravel (Soil Survey Staff, 1975).
For soil materials that are close to cleanup levels used in most remediation work at
Superfund NPL sites, high concentrations do not cause a problem because these areas are
subject to remediation no matter which sampling methods are used. Only those areas that
are close to a lower remediation limit are likely to be missed if there is a bias in the
sampling effort. Heterogeneity is more of a problem under these lower limit cases because
it takes more samples to determine if an area is above or below the limit.
If the model for risk assessment can be adapted to take into consideration the presence of
the larger materials, and if some means can be determined for estimating the amount of
pollutant that is associated with the larger rocks, these can be screened out of the sample
and handled mathematically rather than analytically. A rationale for this would be the fact
that the pollutant is normally associated with the fine soil materials such as the silts, clays,
and organic matter. The fine materials normally contain a larger percentage of the
pollutant than the coarse materials. The data in Example 3 show this effect where the PCB
concentration in smaller particle sizes was approximately an order of magnitude higher than
the concentration in the large particles.
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Two possible approaches for handling materials where there are larger sized particles would
be to:
Screen out the larger materials, weigh them, and then put them through a
crushing and splitting process. These would then be analyzed as a separate
sample. The results of this process would then be added back into the final
result reported for the soil materials taken from the site. Double sampling
and regression analysis should be used to determine if the analysis of the fine
materials can be used to predict the concentration in all of the materials in
the block. When the results of the regression analysis indicate that this
technique can in fact be done, this becomes an effective estimation tool for
that site.
The second approach would be applicable for those situations where
there are materials present other than geological materials (i.e., wood,
metal, glass, etc.). A procedure similar to that presented in Figure 5-2
or one reported by Rupp (1989) could be used to determine the
percentages of the various materials. Samples of these would be taken
and submitted for weighing and analysis. The percentages would then
be used to arrive at the final concentration for a block of soil.
These approaches are field expedients and should not be relied upon for determining if a
block of soil that is close to a standard or action support should be remediated or not. That
should only be done with correct sampling of the RMU.
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SECTION 6
SAMPLING DESIGNS
The selection of a sampling design depends upon the purpose for which the sampling is
being carried out. A research project that is attempting to identify the source of a particular
pollutant may be able to make use of a specimen taken from a known contamination source.
On the other hand, a soil sampling program for a large community complex such as the lead
smelters in the Dallas Lead Study (U.S. EPA, 1984b), Love Canal (U.S. EPA, 1982), or the
zinc smelters in Palmerton, PA (Starks et al., 1989) requires an entirely different sampling
design. The procedures outlined below provide guidance for the selection of a sampling
plan. Barth et al. (1989) and Van Ee et al. (1990) provide additional guidance for
developing a sampling plan.
SAMPLING PHASES
Experience has shown that sampling is most effective when it can be carried out in two or
more phases (Barth et al., 1989). The first phase is an exploratory phase, preliminary study,
or pilot study designed to determine the components of variance for a particular material,
to develop estimates of the variability found in the soil/waste combination, and to work out
the necessary subsampling protocol. Further phases are developed from the results obtained
during the preliminary study.
A preliminary study that is statistically correct can provide information that can be used
during the development of DQO’s and in making decisions about the sampling that is
needed to meet the data requirements of the RPM.
The results of the preliminary study provide the basis for refining the conceptual model used
to describe the site, its associated pollutants and possible exposure to the community or a
particular portion of the ecosystem.
SUGGESTED PRELIMINARY STUDY DESIGN
Barth et al. (1989) suggest that a study should be done in phases with a preliminary phase
being used to identify the parameters in the study and to obtain information about the
behavior of the pollutant at the site. The importance of an exploratory or preliminary phase
in designing a study is discussed by Barth and Mason (1984).
Pitard (1989b) has suggested a design that can provide the necessary information for
formulating a plan for a major sampling study. A minimum of 18 sample locations are
required to carry out this preliminary study. The selection of sampling depths and the layers
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that are to be sampled should be based upon a preliminary conceptual model of the
pollutants distribution at the site. Samples should be taken in fairly thin layers close to the
surface if there is any reason to suspect that the materials may be located primarily on the
surface. Deeper samples can represent thicker strata unless there is reason to suspect zones
of accumulation at depths such as one might encounter at the depth of maximum rainfall
penetration in desert areas.
The site or boundaries of possible contamination should be divided into nine or more grid
cells of approximately equal surface area. Each grid cell is then divided into approximately
100 subcells. Choose two subcells at random from the 100 subcells. Take a sample of
weight w1 from one of these subcells and a sample of weight w 2 from the other randomly
selected subcell such that w2 10 wl.
Reduce the weight of the samples to the appropriate analytical sample size according to the
procedures outlined in Section 5. Analyze each sample for the pollutants of interest.
Calculate the mean and variance for each sample size. Use the results to develop a
sampling diagram following the procedure shown in Appendix B. Also analyze the data by
comparing the grid directions against each other and by statistically testing the interaction
term. This will give an indication if there is orientation to the pattern of deposition or if
a surface plume is present at the site.
If the variance of the small sample (w1) is approximately equal to that of the large sample
(w2) and these are both large, then there is a strong indication that the sample weight is
really not the major factor in evaluating the variability of this material. Use geostatistical
methods to identify and quantify the trends and/or cycles that are creating the variability
within the data.
If both variances are small, then the smaller of the two sample weights can be used to arrive
at the necessary analytical results. Pitard (1989a, 1989b) notes that this is an unusual case.
Experience with the variance seen in soil materials would confirm Pitard’s statements about
this type of situation.
Pitard (1989a) notes that in cases where the variance of the small samples is greater than
the variance of the large samples, an effort must be made to optimize the sample weight by
using techniques outlined in Appendix A. This is the most common case encountered in
environmental work.
When the opposite situation occurs (i.e., the variance of the large sample is larger than that
of the small sample) the investigator should be concerned. Pitard (1989a) points out that
this is most likely due to the presence of clusters of material with high concentration
scattered in a homogeneous background matrix of low concentration. The small samples
are most likely orders of magnitude too small. The study should be repeated with a third
set of samples such that w3
10 w2. Another clue to the presence of clustering would be
the fact that the averages calculated by w1 and w2 would be quite different with a1 < < a2.
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Ingamells (1974) notes that, in cases where there is considerable segregation of the material
of interest (pollutant is present in pockets of high concentration within a low concentration
matrix), it may be advisable to take a third series of samples even if the conditions discussed
in the above paragraph are not a problem. This would be especially important if clean up
costs are expected to be quite high or the reliability must be high for some other reason.
A nested design similar to that discussed in Barth et al. (1989) can be used to obtain
information on the components of variance for a sampling program. The design shown in
Figure 6-1 requires a minimum of 27 samples and 81 analyses. The components of variance
for this design are location, field replicates, splits, and analysis. If there is reason to believe
that the instrumental portion of an analysis is creating problems, the laboratory can be
asked to analyze each extract three times and report all three results. This allows a fifth
component of variance to be evaluated. (This suggestion is seldom necessary with the
sophisticated instrumentation used in current laboratory practices.)
As was discussed in Section 1, the laboratory is not the main component of interest in most
cases. The nested design shown above can be modified to evaluate other components of
variance. The analytical and the sample preparation components can probably be grouped
into a laboratory component and the gain in samples added to other parts of the design or
else another field sampling component can be added. Statisticians can help adjust the
design so that a partial design can be used. This provides a means for adding more
elements or for increasing the degrees of freedom for components such as location or soil
type.
Van Ee et al. (1990) has proposed a set of audit samples that will provide estimates of a
number of components of variance. This system is somewhat unique in that the audit
samples are double blind samples that are interjected into the sampling chain at different
points. By careful evaluation of these samples, it is possible to determine where errors are
being introduced into the sample results. Field audit samples can be prepared from soil
from the actual site. These look like the materials being submitted to the laboratory and
should provide an estimate of the bias in the sample results.
VOLUMETRIC AND AREA SAMPLING
There are cases where an area or volume of soil is the unit of measure desired rather than
a concentration measure. Normally, the investigator will call for a method that uses an
increment of surface area as the sampling unit. The sampling units can be any geometric
shape with a fixed area. Normally squares, circles, or rectangles are excavated to a
designated depth. An example would be the collection of surface soil samples for
determining the deposition of radioactive fallout. Deposition velocity and exposure were
the parameters of interest in radiation monitoring of soils. The results of this type of
sampling are reported as mass per unit area (mg/m 2) or mass per unit volume (mg/m3).
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Glenn (1983) notes that volumetric sampling carried out as part of a study in Maine
indicated that the results can lead to major errors. The variation seen was traced to
differences in aggregation of particles within a particular volume of soil. In a dialogue
between Baveye (1983) and Hawley et al. (1983), there is a disagreement over the effects
of size of the volumetric unit of soil. Baveye (1983) suggests that the volume and weight
should have little effect on the results obtained if geostatistical tools are used. Hawley et
al. (1983), on the other hand, suggest that there is a definite difference between large
samples and small samples on a volumetric basis. This agrees with Pitard (1989a).
Review of this discussion leads one to the conclusion that, should one desire to determine
pollutant loadings on a volume basis rather than a unit weight basis, an effort must be made
to determine the unit density of the material. This allows the data user to equate the
volumetric data to weight data and avoids the problems outlined in the notes by Baveye
(1983) and Hawley et al. (1983).
Laboratories report all results on the basis of concentration per unit mass of soil (i.e., ppm
or mg/kg). If the area or volume of soil that is represented by this number is important,
it may be desirable to take a number of bulk or unit density measurements of the soil
materials at the site. This will allow conversion to other units of measure. If the entire
sample excavated is weighed prior to extracting the laboratory subsample, a conversion can
also be made from this data. This latter approach is recommended in cases where materials
at the site have a wide range of density such as one might encounter with a dense clay layer
and an organic muck layer.
Starks’ (1986) support concepts permit the investigator to relate the concentration units
reported by the laboratory back to a volume or block of soil through the support for that
block of soil.
DETERMINING THE NUMBER OF SAMPLES
Number of Samples
The number of samples required to achieve the precision and accuracy specified in the
DQO’s can be estimated by the use of one of the following equations:
Equation 6-1
for a one-sided, one sample t-test, and
Equation 6-2
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for a one-sided, two sample t-test (Barth et al., 1989).

Za

=
=
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=

where:

=
=
b
D
=
CV =

number of samples
the percentile of the standard normal distribution such that
= infinity.
the percentile of the standard normal distribution such that
= infinity.
probability of a Type I error
probability of a Type II error
minimum relative detectable difference/CV
coefficient of variation.

For a two-tailed test, the terms for a and b would be divided by two.

Determination of Field Sample Size
Pitard (1989a, 1989b) presents a method for determining the optimum sample weight that
provides the most information about the material being sampled for the least cost. The equations
used were based on work by Visman (1969) and Ingamells and Switzer (1973).
Visman (1969) identifies two sampling constants “A” and “B”. The constant “A” is the
homogeneity constant. The constant “B” is the segregation constant and includes the variance
components for segregation, grouping, long-range fluctuations, and periodic fluctuations.
In order to make use of the sampling constants, it is necessary to take two sets of samples from
the site as was discussed under the subsection on the Preliminary Study. The site should be
divided into nine or more approximately equal rectangular or square cells. Take a series of small
random samples of weight w1 from each cell. Follow this by taking a second series of random
samples of weight w2 from the same cells. The weight of the large sample should be 10 or more
times the weight of the small sample.
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These two sets of samples are then reduced according to the procedures outlined in Section
2
5 and submitted to the laboratory for analysis. Calculate the mean (m) and the variance (s )
for each set of samples (subscripts identify each individual sample); then, calculate A and
B according to the following equations.
Equation 6-3
Equation 6-4
The optimum sample weight has been reported in several references (Ingamells and Switzer,
1973; Ingamells, 1974; Ingamells and Pitard, 1986; Pitard, 1989b) to be:
Equation 6-5
The equation was originally developed as a means of obtaining the most information for the
lowest cost. With most environmental sampling, the weight of the sample should be at least
six times the minimum weight (Wmin) which is:
Equation 6-6
where
concentration.

is the average concentration in the small samples and BG is the background

The total variance for the soil material (sT2) can be estimated by the following relationship:
Equation 6-7

This estimate for the total variance is comparable to the sum of the within block variance
and the between block variance shown by Krige (Pitard, 1989b).
An interesting observation can be made from use of the above equations. Equation 6-5 was
derived from Equation 6-12. When the derivative of the cost equation is solved for the
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minimum sample weight, Equation 6-5 results. Substituting Equation 6-5 in Equation 6-7
gives the following:
Equation 6-8
This indicates that any estimate of concentration in a support or soil will be followed by an
.5
uncertainty that is equal to ±(2B/N) . In order to further reduce the uncertainty by ½, it
would take four times the number of samples. An order of magnitude reduction would take
a 100-fold increase in the number of samples. This equation allows the RPM to determine
if it is desirable to increase the number of samples in a study. In those cases where there
is little gained by the increased cost, it may not be desirable to add additional samples to
the effort.
Cost of Sampling and Analysis
Determination of the number of samples in the section above is based upon the coefficient
of variation of the sample population. There are many cases where the number of samples
required by this method is not acceptable because of the cost of the sample collection, the
cost of analysis or limitations imposed by the lack of available laboratory capacity to handle
the analyses. The following paragraph outlines a means for integrating the costs with the
precision of the estimates obtained by the sampling program.
Petersen and Calvin (1965) and Gilbert and Doctor (1985) give procedures for linking the
cost and precision of analysis and the precision with the number of samples that are
collected during a sampling operation. Petersen and Calvin (1965) give Equation 6-9 for
estimating the number of samples that will meet the budget of a particular operation.
(NOTE: Pitard (1989a) cautions against using cost alone as the criterion for defining a
sampling plan.)
Equation 6-9

C = Co+ nCs + nCa
where:

n
C
Co
Cs
Ca

= number of samples
= total costs
= overhead or fixed costs
= cost of sampling
= cost of analysis

Rearranging this gives equation 6-10.
n = (C-Co) / (Cs+ Ca)
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Equation 6-10

This equation, along with Equations 6-1 and 6-2, can be used to arrive at the number of
samples that will satisfy the budget and still have an identified precision. Example 9 below
shows the use of this procedure.
The procedures outlined by Gilbert and Doctor (1985) are based upon a fixed cost per
sample. The emphasis of their paper is on the size of aliquot that the laboratory should
take in order to insure a level of precision. By adjusting the aliquot size and the number
of aliquots taken, the desired precision can be attained. (Dr. Gilbert and the group at
Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories have done much to further the science of soil and
environmental sampling over the past several decades. Dr. Gilbert has collected this
experience together in a book entitled Statistical Methods for Environmental Pollution
Monitoring (Gilbert, 1987). This book should be reviewed by anyone developing plans for
soil sampling as well as other environmental monitoring efforts.)
Ingamells and Pitard (1986) link the work of Gy and Visman with cost estimating
procedures. The starting equation was that shown in Equation 6-11. Equation 6-12 gives
the equation for determining the minimum cost for taking samples of an optimum weight
calculated according to Equation 6-5.
Equation 6-11

C = PNw + QN + F

Equation 6-12
where:
A&B
Q
P
F
S2
N
W

= Visman constants calculated as given in Equations 6-3 and 6-4.
= cost per sample for analysis.
= cost per gram of material sampled.
= fixed costs and overhead.
= the desired variance.
= total number of samples
= weight of a sample
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Example 9: A PCB spill site has been sampled during a preliminary study. The data from this
phase of the study indicated that the mean concentration for a set of replicated samples was
33.5 and the standard deviation was ± 11.2. The coefficient of variation was ± 33.6%. The
cost of mobilization and other similar fixed costs was $18,975. The cost of sampling was
$285 per sample and the cost of analysis was $20 per sample. The RPM desires to determine
the concentrations within ± 10% at a 95% confidence level. The power of the test should be
90% (Barth et al., 1989).
The budget for sampling and analysis is $45,000.
Equation 6-1 was used to determine the number of samples that would be needed to identify
cleanup areas. This gave the following:

The budgetary constraints indicate that the following number of samples can be taken (use
Equation 6-10).

This indicates that there must be some adjustment made in either the budget of the
reliability or the estimates generated by the study.
Assuming that the budget cannot be
increased, the reliability of the results must be reduced or the detection difference must
be increased.
For the purposes of this example, the probability of a Type I error will be
increased.
(The RPM wants to be sure that the probability of removing all of the
contaminated material is high at the expense of taking some clean soil off of the site.)
Using the 54 samples that the budget will allow, the following calculations are made using
Equation 6-1.

I
Interpolating from Appendix C gives a Confidence Level of 88.6% for this hypothetical
s a m p l i n g e f f o r t . The RPM may choose to work with this probability of committing a Type I
If for some reason this is not acceptable, the RPM will have to obtain additional
error.
funding for the sampling effort.

Equation 6-12 can be used by following the procedures listed below.
1.

Determine the optimum weight of sample by using Equation 6-5.

2.

Determine the fixed costs (F) for the sampling operation.

3.

Determine the sampling costs per gram of material collected
(P). P = (Sampling costs/sample) / (wopt)

4.

Determine the analytical costs per sample (Q).
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5.

Solve Equation 6-11 for the number of samples that the budget
can provide.

6.

If this number is not the same or is less than that determined
by Equation 6-1 or 6-2 then enter the number of samples
determined by Equation 6-11 and back calculate using either
equation 6-1 or 6-2 to determine the probability of a Type I or
Type II error that this number of samples will provide. (See
Example 9 for details of the back calculation procedure.)

SIMPLE RANDOM SAMPLING
For those situations where there is inadequate information for developing a conceptual
model for a site or for stratifying the site, it may be necessary to use a random sampling
design. A random sample is any sample in which the probabilities of selection are known.
Random samples are selected by some method that uses chance as the determining factor
for selection. The chance mechanism used may range from a simple “toss of the coin” to
the use of a random number table. The choice can be one of convenience as long as chance
is the basis for sample selection. The chance of selection of any individual in the population
can be calculated using the laws of probability. The random sample by definition is free of
selection bias.
Simple random sampling is a limiting case of random sampling. In simple random sampling
of soils, the chances of selection of any particular segment of the soil system must be the
same; in other words, each member of the soil population must have an equal probability
for selection. If a two-inch core sampler is used to sample the soil, the total number of
possible samples is determined by dividing the total area of the study boundaries by the
cross sectional area of the soil core. For example, a one-square-mile area would contain
approximately 1,278,000,000 individual soil samples ((640*43,560 X 144)/(1 X 1 X pi)).
There should be an equal opportunity for any core to be selected.
Simple random sampling is the basis for all probability sampling techniques used in soil
sampling and serves as a reference point from which modifications to increase the efficiency
of sampling are evaluated. Simple random sampling in itself may not give the desired
precision because of the large statistical variations encountered in soil sampling; therefore,
one of the other designs may prove to be more useful.
Where there is a lack of information about the area to be studied or about the pollution
distribution, the simple random sampling design is the only design other than the systematic
grid that can be used. The simple random sampling design is seldom used in hazardous
waste site work because it does not provide the information needed for making the
evaluations of pollution pattern that is often required by the RPM’s. Geostatistical tools
offer the best approach for determining spatial distribution.
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Location of Sampling Points
Once the number of samples is determined, their location can be planned. A map of the
study area is overlain with a grid of an appropriate scale. The starting point of the grid
should be randomly selected rather than located for convenience. This can be accomplished
by selecting four random numbers from a random number table. The first two numbers
locate a specific grid square on the overlay. The second two identity a point within that grid
square. This point is fixed on the map and the entire grid shifted so that a node on the grid
coincides with the point selected. This procedure is simple and fast. Using this technique
avoids the questions that are often raised about biased sample locations.
A second alternative is to select two map coordinates at random. This becomes the starting
point for the grid used in sampling. All lines are then laid out on the map overlay starting
at this point and the grid lines renumbered for convenience. When the pattern of pollution
cannot be identified from records, etc., the investigator may desire to also select a direction
for the orientation of the grid by some random process.
Grids prepared in this fashion become the basis for the selection of the sample locations.
Using the number of samples (n) determined by Equation 6-1, 6-2 and the cost equations
(6-4, 6-11, and 6-12), n pairs of two digit random numbers are selected from a random
number table or a computerized random number generator. (Many hand calculators can
be used in this process.) These pairs of numbers become the X and the Y coordinates of
the sample locations. The first digit is the square and the second a point within the square.
This procedure is the basis for locating sampling points in all of the methods where random
samples are collected. In situations similar to Love Canal (U.S. EPA, 1982), a house lot
may be the sampling unit. In this case, either the grid intersections can be used to locate
the houses to sample or a listing of the houses can be prepared and the addresses chosen
by a random number process.
STRATIFIED RANDOM SAMPLING
Prior knowledge of the sampling area and information obtained from the background data
can be combined with information on pollutant behavior to reduce the number of samples
necessary to attain a specified precision. The statistical technique used to produce this
savings is called stratification. Basically, it operates on the fact that environmental factors
play a major role in leaching and concentrating pollutants in certain locations. For example,
a pesticide that is attached to clay particles may accumulate in stream valleys because of soil
erosion from surrounding agricultural lands. The agricultural land may have lost most of
the pesticide because of the same erosion. Stratification in this case might be along soil
types; along elevation or slope changes; or according to ridge tops, side slopes, and valley
floors. Soil types are frequently used as a means of stratification, especially if they are quite
different in physical and chemical properties. Sampling of soil horizons is actually a form
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of stratification. Table 6-1 gives some examples that have been used for stratification of soil
materials.
TABLE 6-1: Factors that can be used to stratify soils
Soil Type

- Properties of the soil are often different. For example: Comus silt loam
and Baile silt loam are closely associated with each other. Comus contains
mica that is known to bind a number of pollutants, whereas Baile does not
contain mica.

Texture

-

Sandy Loam vs clay loam

Drainage

-

Streams bottoms, valley slopes and ridge tops are appropriate strata.

Uses

- Cropland, forest areas, pasture, industrial areas, house lots, factories,
etc.

Practices

- No till cropland vs plowed land; areas of stockpiled drums vs areas of
loose scattered material; abandoned sludge pits vs drum storage areas.

Horizons

-

A horizon, B horizon, and C horizon (surface (A) usually has more organic
matter in the soil).

The whole purpose of stratification is to increase the precision of the estimates and control
the sources of variation in the data. The stratified random sampling plan should lead to this
increased precision if the strata are selected in such a manner that the units within each
strata are more homogeneous than the total population. Stratification must remove some
of the variation from the sampling error or else there is no benefit from the effort (other
than perhaps a better geographic spread of sample points).
In general, the more stratification, the greater the increase in precision. Petersen and
Calvin (1963) have pointed out that the benefit of stratification has a limit where the law
of diminishing returns takes over and no further gain in precision is encountered.
At least two samples must be taken from each stratum in order to obtain an estimate of the
sampling error. The larger the number of samples in each stratum, the better the estimate
will be. The number of sampling units is usually allocated according to a proportion based
on the land area covered by each stratum (i.e., if the area of soil in one stratum is 25% of
the total study area, then 25% of the samples would be taken from that stratum.)
Proportional allocation is used in soil sampling work primarily because the variance within
a general area tends to be constant over a number of soil types. A pilot study would allow
the investigator to determine if this is in fact the case. If the variances are materially
different, the allocation must be on the basis of some optimum allocation system.
Sample locations within a stratum are determined according to the procedures outlined in
the section on Simple Random Sampling. Each stratum is handled as a separate simple
random sampling effort.
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Grid or systematic sampling patterns are nothing more than a stratification by geographic
area rather than some soil or pollutant property.
SYSTEMATIC SAMPLING
The systematic sampling plan is an attempt to provide better coverage of the soil study area
than could be provided with the simple random sample or the stratified random sampling
plan. The exploratory study discussed earlier in this section is an example of the use of
some form of grid pattern. The systematic sampling design is in reality a stratification based
upon spatial distribution over the site.
Systematic sampling collects samples in a regular pattern (usually a grid or line transect)
over the areas under investigation. The starting point is located by some random process
similar to those discussed above in the section on locating sampling points. The samples
are collected at regular intervals in one or more directions. The orientation of the grid lines
should also be randomly selected unless there is a suspected plume, in which case, the
orientation of one axis of the grid should lie parallel to the plume axis. This is especially
important if geostatistics are being used to aid in interpreting the data.
The spacing on the grid also becomes important if regionalized variable theory (this is the
basis of kriging) is used to design the study. The theory is based upon the spacing of data
points along the grid lines. The samples must be close enough to provide a measure of the
continuity of the location-to-location variation within a soil sampling unit.
Sampling for remediation purposes should be arranged in such a manner that the cells of
the grid match the size of the remediation management unit (RMU) (Bryan, 1989).
Neptune et al. (1990) make use of a block of soil referred to as an exposure unit (EU).
Either of these approaches lend themselves to some form of grid sampling.
The systematic sampling plan is also ideal when a map is the final product of the
investigation. This provides a uniform coverage of the area and also allows the scientist to
have points to use in developing the map. (Most mapping algorithms use a grid to generate
the points for plotting isopleths of concentrations, etc.)
The location of the grids should follow a procedure similar to that discussed above. When
punctual (point) kriging is to be used, samples are usually collected at each grid node. It
is desirable to collect duplicate samples at some of the locations in order to provide a
measure of the sampling error. This will increase the precision of the concentration
estimate and also allow the researcher to check sampling reliability at the same time.
Block kriging attempts to estimate the average concentration in a particular block of soil.
Sampling from a grid can support this procedure. The grid cells become the surface
representation of the block. Samples are collected in some randomized manner within the
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block. Starks (1986) outlines the procedure for determining the support of the sampling at
each block. In Starks’ procedure, a number of samples are taken within each block and
composited into one analytical sample.
The compositing procedures outlined by Skalski and Thomas (1984) can be used in this
situation. Skalski and Thomas (1984) split each sample into two segments. One segment
from each sample is stored and the others are composited. The composited sample is
analyzed. If the results exceed a minimum action level, then the other parts of the cores
making up the composite are analyzed. This allows the investigator to determine where in
the block the contamination is located if this becomes necessary.
Barth et al.’s (1989) concept of the “action support” may preclude the requirement for the
detailed procedure outlined by Skalski and Thomas (1984). If the block used in block
kriging, the remedial management unit (RMU) and the exposure unit (EU) are synonymous,
it may not be necessary to split the samples. At a number of locations replicate samples
should be taken to determine the within block variance. The procedure suggested by Skalski
and Thomas (1984) is very useful in a laboratory for reducing the sample load. Only second
splits from those cores that make up a composite that exceeds some action level are
analyzed.
There are two problems that may limit the use of this design. First, the estimation of the
sampling error is difficult to obtain from the sample itself unless replicate samples are used
at a number of sites. The variance cannot be calculated unless some method such as the
mean successive difference test is used to evaluate the data. The second problem concerns
the presence of trends and periodicity in the data. As was noted by Pitard (1989a),
identification of trends and periodicity may be one of the most important products of the
sampling effort and may be one of the major sources of variation in the data. Soil sampling
seldom encounters cyclic patterns to a degree that a major problem is created.
However, trends are common in soil pollution work. That is the whole purpose for sampling
in many cases. There is a whole array of methods available for handling the analysis of data
from sequential sampling. An excellent reference for soil scientists working in this area is
a book by John C. Davis (1986) entitled Statistics and Data Analysis in Geology. Davis
spends considerable time discussing the analysis of sequences of data. Techniques such as
least squares analysis, regression, filtering or time-trend analysis, autocorrelation, cross
correlation, Fourier transformations, map analysis, nearest neighbor analysis, cluster analysis,
contouring, trend surface analysis, double Fourier series, and moving averages are presented.
Kriging and multivariate analysis are also discussed. A valuable addition to this text is a
series of computer programs available with the book. Additional programs are available
from a software publisher.
Cochran (1946), Yates (1948), and Quenouille (1949) present excellent reviews of the use
of systematic sampling from a statistical point of view. References listed that were produced
at EMSL-LV (Barth et al., 1989; U.S. EPA, 1984a; U.S. EPA, 1984b; U.S. EPA, 1986; U.S.
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EPA, 1986; Starks et al., 1986; Starks et al., 1989; Flatman, 1984) also outline the use of this
procedure in considerable detail and provide excellent examples of the use of systematic
sampling.
Griffiths (1971) gives a procedure for identifying the structure of the minerals or pollutants
observed in geological materials. The orientation of the grid cells is used to develop
information about trends, patterns, and variability in the concentration of the material of
interest.
JUDGEMENTAL SAMPLING
This technique is often used with one of the other methods in unusual pollution situations
or where effects have been seen in the past. The problem with the approach is that it tends
to lead to sloppy science and wrong conclusions. The scientist’s own bias is built into the
sampling effort and the data, therefore, is often suspect.
Where the data has a potential for litigation or where there is a likelihood of emotional
reactions to the results, this system should be absolutely avoided. A simple random design
with known precision can be developed that will allow the investigator to determine the
presence of pollutants without the risk of creating problems that are difficult to handle. The
grid design discussed under the section on preliminary studies also offers a better means of
evaluating a site. If it is necessary to use judgmental sampling, a number of co-located
samples should be taken to have some measure of the precision of the sample data.
Judgmental sampling can also be used to verify the findings of some other form of pollutant
identification such as the XRF, soil gas analysis, magnetometry or other similar methods.
In this case, the samples are placed in locations where the field methods indicate the
presence of a pollutant. Again, replicate samples should be taken to provide some
indication of reliability. These verification samples should also meet the requirements of
correctness outlined above. Where the areas of interest are large, it is more advisable to
develop a detailed sampling plan and conduct a study over the entire areas that are believed
to contain pollutants rather than using only judgmental sampling.
CONTROL OR BACKGROUND AREAS
Control or background areas are used quite often in major soils studies especially if the
study is attempting to determine the extent and presence of local pollution. Sites for
controls must be as representative of the study area as possible. A careful survey of the
area should be made prior to the final selection of a background area. In most cases, it is
desirable to spend as much time searching out historical data on the control area as on the
study area. The purpose of the control area is to serve as a base line against which the
results of the soil sampling study can be evaluated.
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Background sampling should be done in such a manner that the variability within the
background area is measured. This means that several sites should be chosen and they
should each be sampled.
Soil type will probably be the main factor used in selecting the control, but factors such as
depth to ground water, location in relation to pollution sources, land use, and vegetation
type should all be considered in making the selection. Land use patterns can play a major
role in how the data is evaluated. Where pollution sources are being studied, the ideal
background or control area would be a location that only differs from the study area by the
absence of the pollution source. This is seldom possible, but every attempt should be made
to reduce the factors that are different between the control and the study area.
Pitard (1989a) and Ingamells (1974) outline procedures for evaluating data collected over
a wide area in order to identify the background levels. A very simplistic approach for
estimating the background levels is to examine data from a large set of soil samples from
the area under investigation. The lowest value or lowest class of values observed is most
likely close to the actual background level.
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SECTION 7
SAMPLE COLLECTION
There are two portions of the soil that are important to the environmental investigator. The
surface layer (0-6 in) reflects the deposition of airborne pollutants, especially recently
deposited pollutants and also pollutants that do not move downward because of attachment
to soil particles. On the other hand, pollutants that have been deposited by liquid spills, by
long-term deposition of water soluble materials, or by burial may be found at considerable
depth. The methods of sampling each of these are slightly different, but all make use of one
of two basic techniques. Samples can either be collected with some form of core sampling
or auger device, or they may be collected by use of excavations or trenches. In the latter
case, the samples are cut from the soil mass with spades or short punches.
The American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) has developed a number of
methods that have direct application to soil sampling. These methods often need to be
modified slightly to meet the needs of the environmental scientist that requires samples for
chemical analyses since the ASTM methods are designed primarily for engineering tests.
The techniques that are utilized should be closely coordinated with the laboratory in order
to meet the specific requirements of the analytical methods used.
The methods outlined below are primarily for the collection of soil samples alone. At times,
it is desirable to collect samples of soil water or soil vapor. In these cases, use can be made
of some form of suction collector. In those cases where suction devices are used, the
sampling media is water or gas and not soil even though the soil samples are often a good
reflection of soluble chemicals that may be moving through the soil matrix. The statistical
designs would be the same no matter which media is being sampled. These water and gas
sampling methods are not discussed in this report.
Devitt et al. (1987) have presented an effective outline of the techniques that are available
for monitoring soil vapors. These may be either active monitors linked to field GC/MS
units or passive monitors such as adsorption tubes. This technology is rapidly changing as
more investigators move into the field. The reader is encouraged to discuss the technology
with investigators that are actively working in this field.
X-ray fluorescence (XRF) is now being used on a number of sites (Ramsey, 1989). The
technology allows samples to be analyzed on site for a number of metals. It has the
potential for being an effective site screening tool and thus providing data that can be used
to reduce the number of analytical samples taken.
SURFACE SOIL SAMPLING
Surface soil sampling can be divided into two categories -- the upper 6 inches and the upper
three feet. Very shallow pollution, such as that found downwind from a new source or at
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sites of recent spills or older sites with relatively insoluble chemicals, can be sampled by use
of one of the methods listed below. The deeper pollutants found in the top meter are the
more soluble, recent pollutants, or those that were deposited on the surface a number of
years ago or covered with fill or by soil slumping. These latter situations exhibit
migration downward into the deeper soil layers. One of the methods in the section on
shallow subsurface sampling should be used in those situations.
Pitard (1989a, 1989b) points out that there are few correct samplers for the environmental
arena. This is an area where development work can be of great benefit to the
environmental monitoring field. Core samplers are correct for two-dimensional wastes or
layers of soil, but they are not correct for sampling massive waste piles or other threedimensional materials.
Sampling With the Soil Punch
A number of studies of surface soils have made use of a 6 to 8 inch long punch or thin
walled steel tube to extract short cores from the soil. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
surface soil sampler is an example of this type of sampler. The tube is either pushed or
driven into the soil with a wooden or rubber mallet. The core and the tube are extracted,
and the soil is extruded out of the tube into a stainless steel mixing bowl or disposable
aluminum pan and composited with other cores.
Two alternatives to this are the short King-tube samplers or the tube-type density samplers
used by the Corps of Engineers. (These devices can be supplied by most field equipment
companies or by agricultural equipment companies.)
The soil punch is fast and can be adapted to a number of analytical schemes provided
precautions are taken to avoid contamination during shipping and in the laboratory. This
is one of the few samplers that is truly correct according to the definitions given in Section
2 based upon Dr. Pierre Gy’s particulate sampling theory. The soil material is considered
to occupy a finite thickness. The punch must pass through the entire depth and be cut off
on the lower end at the exact depth to be sampled.
The punch can also be adapted to use in other types of situations as long as the orientation
is maintained in the vertical direction. Horizontal sampling with the punch violates
sampling correctness as defined earlier.
Another adaptation of the soil punch is its use to collect samples for VOC analysis. The
tubes can be sealed with Teflon caps and wrapped with Teflon tape, then coated with a
vapor sealant such as paraffin or, better yet, some nonreactive sealant. These tubes could
then be decontaminated on the outside and shipped to the laboratory for analysis.
Another use for this technique is found in soil microbiology work. Samples are extracted
from deeper depths with core drills fitted with sterile plastic liners. The samples are capped
and quickly taken to a field laboratory. The tube is then cleaned with a disinfectant and cut
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with a pipe cutter and sterilized knife. A plastic syringe with the tip cut off is used as a
punch. The punch is inserted into the center of the freshly cut section, and a small core of
soil removed, placed in a sterile bag, and sealed. Work done by Dr. William Ghiorse at
Cornell University indicates that the technique is effective in insuring that the sample does
not become contaminated with foreign organisms (Ghiorse et al., 1990).
Ring Sampler
Soil engineers use a tool that can be purchased from any engineering equipment supply
house that can be used to collect larger surface samples. A seamless steel ring,
approximately 6 to 12 inches in diameter, is driven into the soil to a depth of 6 to 8 inches.
The ring is extracted as a soil-ring unit and the soil is removed for analysis.
These large cores should be used where the results are to be expressed on a per unit area
basis. This allows a constant area of soil to be collected each time and they are correct
samplers. Removal of these cores is often difficult in very loose sandy soil and in very tight
clayey soils. The loose soil will not stay in the ring and the clayey soil is often difficult to
break loose from the underlying soil layers; thus the ring must be removed with a shovel.
It will be necessary to reduce the volume of these large samples to an appropriate
laboratory subsample unless the soil is collected for some of the engineering tests. The
techniques outlined in Section 2 should be used for this. One approach that can be used
is a variation of the quartering procedure used in the mining industry. A cutter should be
made that has four or more equal segments. The cutter must pass completely through the
material, taking care to insure that all four segments are equal in size. One of the quarters
is then chosen by a random process. This can be further reduced by incremental sampling
or by splitting as long as the increments or splits are taken at random. Pitard (1989a)
indicates that alternate shoveling is a better means of splitting these samples if it can be
used. Tight cohesive clays may prove to be difficult to split by any means other than
quartering. Alternate shoveling has an advantage in that it is fast, produces a number of
small increments that are included in the final sample, and is easy to carry out in the field.
Scoop or Shovel Sampling
Perhaps the most undesirable sample collection device is the shovel or scoop. It is often
used in soil sampling, but it is not a correct sampler because of its shape and its propensity
for misuse. This technique is often used in agricultural sampling but, where samples are
being taken for chemical pollutant analysis, the inconsistencies are too great. Samples can
be collected using a shovel, scoop, or trowel if area and/or volume are not critical. Usually
the shovel is used to mark out a boundary of soil to be sampled. The soil investigator
attempts to take a constant depth of soil, but the reproducibility of sample sizes is poor.
Thus, the variation is often considerably greater than with one of the methods listed above.
In many cases where mixed materials are present, the shovel may be the only tool that can
be used. Shovels or scoops can also be used for Pitard’s (1989a) “alternate shoveling
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technique” that is used to reduce the volume of loose material. The scoop or shovel may
also be used as a means of extracting materials during channel sampling (Drees and
Wilding, 1973; Pitard, 1989a).
SHALLOW SUBSURFACE SAMPLING
Precipitation may move surface pollutants into the lower soil horizons or move them away
from the point of deposition by surface runoff. Sampling pollutants that have moved into
the lower soil horizons requires the use of a device that will extract a longer core than can
be obtained with the short probes or punches. Three basic methods are used for sampling
these deeper soils:
Soil probes or soil augers
Power driven corers
Trenching
The soil probe collects 12 or 18 inches of soil in intact, relatively undisturbed soil cores,
whereas the auger collects a “disturbed sample” in approximately the same increments as the
probe. (The auger is not recommended because of cross contamination problems and also
because of limitations on knowing the exact depth from which the materials are being
taken.) Power augers can use split spoons or Shelby tube samplers to extract cores up to
60 cm long. With special attachments, longer cores can be obtained with augers fitted with
a core barrel sampler. This avoids the problems normally encountered when using auger
sampling alone.
The requirement for detail often desired in research studies or in cases where the movement
of the pollutants is suspected to be through very narrow layers cannot be met effectively
with the augers. In these cases, some form of core sampling or trenching should be used.
Soil Probes and Hand Augers
Two standard tools used in soil sampling are the soil probe (often called a King-tube
sampler) and the soil auger. These tools are standard agricultural soil samplers and
occasionally are used in pollutant and waste sampling. These tools are designed to acquire
samples from the upper two meters of the soil profile. The soil probe is nothing more than
a stainless steel or brass tube that is sharpened on one end and fitted with a long, T-shaped
handle. These tubes are usually approximately one inch inside diameter although larger
tubes can be obtained. The cores collected by the tube sampler or soil probe are considered
to be “undisturbed” samples, although in reality this is probably not the case. The tube is
pushed into the soil in approximately 20 to 30 cm increments. The soil core is then
removed from the probe and placed in either the sample container, a mixing bowl, or
disposable pan for field compositing.
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The hand auger is not considered to be a correct sampler, although it can approach this if
it is used properly and one is careful. For purposes of pollutant sampling, where depth is
of interest, the auger is not recommended.
Decontamination can be a major problem with the probe samplers unless some form of
cleaning facility is available. A field expedient is to push the probe into the soil at the new
site several times prior to taking the sample. Also, when there is some information on the
site, sampling with the probe should proceed from background to high level sampling. This
prevents cross contamination. Soils that are not rocky or do not contain large pieces of
debris can be sampled with thin walled tubes outfitted with a metal nose piece.
A caution is appropriate when considering using the hand probes. Many older soil scientists
have major back problems from attempting to extract a stuck probe or auger. If the length
of soil taken in each increment is short, this is not a major problem. Long cores taken from
tight, clayey soils are hard to extract after the first segment or two. The foot jack
attachment made for these samplers is recommended because it allows the tube to be
removed from the soil without using the back.
Power Augers and Core Samplers
These truck or tripod mounted tools are recommended for collecting samples to depths
greater than approximately 12 inches. Standard ASTM (ASTM 1587) methods are available
for directing the use of these tools. These are discussed below in the section on plume
sampling.
Trench Sampling
This method of soil sampling is used to carefully remove sections of soil during studies
where detailed examination of pollutant pathways or detailed soil structure are required as
part of the investigation. Trench sampling is also the only way to sample situations where
there is considerable rubble, wood, rock, scrap metal, or other obstructions present in the
soil. In the past, the cost of sampling by this method was greater than, drilling. The
availability of backhoes is such that the method is no longer considered to be too expensive.
It is a viable alternative to power augers, etc.
A trench approximately three feet wide is dug to a depth below the desired sampling depth.
This extra space allows cuttings, etc., to be deposited in the pit without interfering with the
sampling. The maximum depth with a standard backhoe should not be over about two
meters without taking special precautions with shoring of the pit. If deeper depths are
required using this method, it may be better to use a coring rig if at all possible.
The trench samples are extracted from the sides of the soil pit using either a soil punch in
a step sampling pattern (see Figure 7-1) or by following channel sampling as outlined in
Figure 5-1. Where the soil punch can be used, a number of incremental samples can be
taken for incorporation into a composite sample for the pit.
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The steps are sequentially sampled from the surface downward. The surface is cleaned and
a sample taken through the first layer or increment of soil. This layer is cut back with a
shovel or trowel, making sure to remove all material from the layer above. The second
layer is sampled, then cut back. This procedure is continued until the entire depth is
sampled. Remember that sample correctness requires that the sampling tool must traverse
completely through the layer to be sampled. The excess material would be cut from the
bottom of the core or punch and discarded.
The reader should be cautioned about the use of the trench method. OSHA requires that
any excavation where personnel are going to be working in the excavation must be shored
or properly sloped before persons can enter the pit. Where metal scrap is in the pit, there
is a hazard to puncturing of the protective suits and gloves. Disposal of the excavated
material must be considered. A normal procedure is to replace the material in the hole
after the sampling is completed. This may create a potential avenue for migration of
chemicals and should be considered.
SAMPLING FOR UNDERGROUND PLUMES
This type of sampling is perhaps the most difficult of all of the soil sampling methods.
Often it is conducted along with ground-water and hydrological sampling. The equipment
required usually consists of large, vehicle-mounted units that use hollow stem augers and
coring devices, although there are some small tripod or trailer mounted coring units
available. All of these units make use of hollow stem augers with core barrels for extracting
the samples. Split spoon samplers are inserted through the center of the auger, driven into
the soil in the bottom of the auger, then the samples extracted. The top of the sample must
be discarded because it contains material from the earlier layers and may be contaminated
by material falling into the hole from above.
Typical Procedure for Underground Plume Sampling
There are two major techniques for plume sampling. Split spoon or Shelby tube samplers
can be used where the plume is within the first six to twelve feet of the surface. Most
plume studies will be carried out at greater depths, however. This will require the use of
hollow stem augers combined with the split spoon sampler or one of the other samplers
adapted for use with the auger.
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The procedure closely follows ASTM Method D1586. The object of the sampling is to take
a series of l&inch or 24-inch undisturbed cores with a split spoon sampler. (Longer cores
can be obtained but are not recommended.) Normally, a 6-inch auger is used to drill down
to the desired depth for sampling. (Larger augers are available and can be used when it is
necessary to take larger diameter cores.) The split spoon is then lowered to the depth of
sampling, driven through the bottom of the augered hole, and the sampler extracted.
The ASTM method calls for the use of a 140 lb. hammer to drive the split spoon. The
hammer is allowed to free fall 30 inches for each blow to the drive head. The number of
blows required to drive the spoon 6 inches is counted and recorded. The blow counts are
a reflection of the density of the soil and can be used to obtain some information on the soil
structure below the surface. Unless this density information is needed for interpretive
purposes, it may not be necessary to record the blow counts. In soft soils, the split spoon
can often be forced into the soil by the hydraulic drawdown on the drill rig. This is often
faster than the hammer method and does not require the record keeping necessary to record
the blow counts, even though this information is often found on most well log sheets. Rigs
are available from local contractors that can be used as long as there is supervision from the
field investigator.
Samples should be collected from each 1.5-foot segment or from each distinct stratum.
Additional samples should be collected where sand lenses or thin silt and sand layers appear
in the profile. This sampling is particularly important when information on pollution
migration is critical. Soluble or liquid pollutants are likely to move through permeable
layers, such as these sand lenses. This appears to be especially important in tight clay layers
where the main avenue of water movement is through cracks and the porous sandy layers.
The author has observed pollutants moving through soil layers in bands as narrow as two
inches wide. The reasons were not apparent in the visible structure of the soil materials.
Detailed core logs should be prepared by the investigator present at the site during the
sampling operation. These logs should note the depth of sample, the length of the core and
the depth of any features of the soil such as changes in physical properties, color changes,
the presence of roots, rodent channels, etc. If chemical odors are noted or unusual color
patterns detected, these should be noted also. (Intentionally smelling the sample is not an
acceptable practice because of safety reasons.) Blow counts from the hammer should be
recorded on the log along with the data mentioned above. Care should be made to make
note of anything that could prove to be important in interpreting the results obtained.
Some pollutants leave a telltale staining pattern. If this is seen, it should be recorded.
The procedure using samples collected every 18 inches is most effective in relatively
homogeneous soils. A variation in the method that is preferred by soil scientists is to collect
samples of every distinct layer in the soil profile. Large layers, such as the C horizon, may
be sampled in several increments in the horizon. A disadvantage of this approach is the cost
for the analyses of the additional samples acquired at a more frequent interval.
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The soil horizons or other strata may be avenues through which chemical pollutants are
likely to migrate. Some are more permeable than others and are thus more likely to contain
traces of the chemicals if they are moving through the soil. Generally speaking, sands and
gravels are more prone to contamination than are clays because of increased permeability,
although this may not hold in all cases. Cemented gravels often are quite impermeable and
expansive clays that shrink and swell during seasonal weather patterns may be quite
permeable on a large scale because of cracking and churning.
Low levels of pollutant found in permeable layers may provide a warning of the presence
of the leading edge of the plume. This is especially true when the pollutants first begin to
migrate from the point of deposition. They will tend to migrate through the fractures, the
sand lenses, and other channels such as old root channels, rodent burrows, or the bedding
around electrical cables and utility lines. Low levels found in these areas may provide a
warning of a potential problem at a later date.
Decontamination of the large equipment required for plume sampling is difficult, but not
impossible. Drillers do not appreciate the detail required to clean up their rigs, and they
do not like having to use dry coupling instead of grease. Precleaned split spoons or
polycarbonate liners can help prevent contamination of the sample and save valuable field
time. The augers can be cleaned with pressure hoses and steam cleaners.
There is a public relations problem with the use of these large rigs. They can have a major
impact on yards, cropland, and other areas where the public can observe their impact.
Special care must be taken to protect yards, shrubs, fences, and crops. The yards must be
repaired, all holes backfilled, and all waste removed if the operations are not in areas that
have restricted access. Plastic sheeting should be used under all soil handling operations
such as subsampling, compositing, and mixing.
Variations in Plume Sampling Procedures
There are several variations for core sampling. Samples collected from soils below the
water table, from flowing sands, and from materials that are not cohesive require special
sampling tools. Some sands can be sampled by inserting baskets or other retainers in the
shoe of the split spoon. Where this will not retain the materials, other sampling devices are
required.
The Waterloo sampler has proven to be very effective in sampling flowing sands, muds, and
other similar materials. The Denison sampler is used to sample from difficult sampling
situations. The Piston sampler is used to collect samples of sands and clays and has
provided samples that retain very fine detail in the soil materials extracted.
Larger diameter split spoon samplers are available and may be required when rock or other
hard materials are likely to prevent the small diameter spoons from penetrating the soil.
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COMPOSITING
Many sample plans call for compositing of the soils collected at a sampling location. This
creates a problem for the soil scientist and the statistician. The key to any statistical
sampling plan is the use of the variation within the sample set to test hypotheses about the
population and to determine the precision or reliability of the data set. The composite
provides an excellent estimate of the mean, but it does not give any information about the
variation within the sampling area.
Without duplication within the sampling location, it is difficult to carry out many statistical
techniques. Each subsample is combined into the composite; therefore, the data that is
contained in the subsample is an average of all the increments making up the subsample.
Starks (1986) uses this technique to obtain the support for a block of soil. If this block is
a remedial management unit or an exposure unit, this may not create a major problem
because geostatistical tools are designed to handle this situation.
Multiple samples taken at each location would avoid this problem, but costs usually preclude
this option. A compromise is possible by only analyzing duplicates or triplicates at a
percentage of the locations. The exact location is chosen by use of a random number table.
Selection should be made before the study begins. Replicates should not be subsamples
taken from the same composite, but should be made up of a completely separate set of
subsamples.
Large cores can be split lengthwise, one half placed in one composite, and the other half
placed in the second composite. Incremental sampling is recommended to reduce the
amount of material that is included in the composite (see Section 5). Mixing is carried out
using stainless steel tools and pans. Disposable aluminum basting pans have been found to
be useful for this procedure. Mixing is often not complete with heavy or wet soils.
The volume of material included in the sample sent to the laboratory can be reduced by
using an alternate scoop technique or one of the methods discussed in Section 5. With the
alternate scoop technique, the entire sample is divided by scooping one unit into a discard
pile and placing the next unit in the sample container. This is continued until the entire
batch of material is reduced to the sample that will go to the laboratory.
Small sets of samples containing chemicals with very low volatility, such as metals, can be
better composited in the laboratory. Field labs are becoming quite popular for use at
remedial sites. The samples can be air dried, screened, and split. Appropriate splits can
be combined into the composite sample and blended with V-blenders or some similar
device. Grinding or crushing can also be carried out, if necessary.
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RECORD KEEPING
A number of records should be maintained at the study site. Core logs are appropriate for
drilling or coring operations. Each team should maintain a detailed log of all activities,
observations, and site-related operations. This log book should make note of photographs
taken, the reason for taking them, and information the photograph was intended to convey.
The log should also record detailed information about the cores or excavations as they are
being carried out. Any information on pollutant pathways, unusual staining, or other
information should be noted in the log book.
Barth et al. (1989) has a chapter on this important area. The reader is encouraged to read
this reference and its included references.
FIELD DECONTAMINATION
Sample collection tools must be cleaned prior to use. The following is a suggested
procedure that has been used effectively at a number of field sites. Other procedures have
also been used.
1.

Wash and scrub the tools with tap water using a pressure hose or
pressurized stainless steel, fruit tree sprayer. It may be necessary to
use a steel brush or other brush to remove adhered soil (this is
especially important with sticky clays). A steam cleaner has also
proven to be very effective at this step in the cleaning operation.

2.

If organics are present, rinse with the waste solvents from the steps
outlined below. Discard contaminated solvent by pouring into a waste
container for later disposal.

3.

Air dry the equipment or dry with acetone.

4.

Double rinse with distilled water.

5.

Where organic pollutants are of concern, rinse with spectrographic
grade acetone saving the solvent for use in step 3 above.

6.

Rinse twice in spectrographic grade hexane, saving the solvent for use
in step 3.

7.

Air dry the equipment.

8.

Package in plastic bags and/or precleaned aluminum foil.
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9.

Decontamination blanks should be taken from a number of the sampling devices
to provide insurance that the tools were properly cleaned.

The distilled water and solvents are poured over the surfaces of all of the tools, bowls, etc. The
solvent should be collected in some container for disposal. One technique that has proven to be
quite effective is to use a large glass or stainless steel funnel as the collector below the tools
during washing. The waste then flows into the old used solvent bottles for later disposal. A
mixing bowl can also be used as a collection vessel. It is then the last item cleaned in the
sequence of operations. Glass or Nalgene wash bottles can be used in the field to spray the
solvents onto the tools.
Where field laboratories are available, decontamination of smaller tools is more effective than
with field decontamination, and the tools can be packaged to prevent contamination prior to
sampling.
Solvents are not readily available. Planning is necessary to insure an adequate supply. The
waste rinse solvent can be use to remove organics from the tools. Acetone is often used as a
drying agent prior to the use of hexane or other hydrophobic solvent. Methanol can be used if
proper safety precautions are taken.
Steam cleaning might prove effective for much of the cleaning outlined above, but steam alone
will not provide assurance of decontamination. The solvents still have to be used.
During remediation, the primary purpose of the sampling is to determine which portions of the
soil must be removed or treated and which ones can be left in place. Decontamination of the
tools between sample collection locations is very important when one approaches the boundary
between “clean” and “not clean” soil. In those areas where contamination is well above the clean
up standard being used at the site, steam cleaning of the tools is all that is needed. On the other
hand, when sampling is being done in areas where the concentration is close to the clean up
standard, a more detailed decontamination protocol must be followed.
QUALITY ASSURANCE AND SAFETY
At the time of the 1983 sampling report, quality assurance and safety procedures were not
developed to the extent that they are today. These sections are not included in this new edition
of the report because Barth et al. (1989) have prepared an excellent guide on quality assurance
in soil sampling programs.
Safety procedures have been carefully spelled out by OSHA and are rigidly followed on most
sites. Drilling crews in the past have had a tendency to ignore safety practices because of the
discomfort and awkwardness encountered when in safety equipment. They should not be allowed
to operate on the site without proper safety equipment. OSHA training is required for all crews
operating on hazardous waste sites.
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SECTION 8
OTHER TYPES OF SAMPLING OF SOIL MATERIALS
The development of a number of remediation technologies has created areas where soil
materials must be sampled for quality assurance, for remedial compliance, and for
estimating the quantities of material that must be handled. Several of these technologies
use similar materials handling equipment. Therefore, the concepts outlined below have
application in each of these and any other similar operation. The discussions are not
exhaustive, but reflect some of the types of situations that the soil investigator may
encounter and be asked to provide assistance.
QUANTITY OF MATERIALS
Soil washing and stabilization/solidification are two of the current “hot items” for
remediating hazardous waste sites. Both require excavating and handling soil materials and
replacing the processed material on site or at some other secure facility.
Hazardous waste sites often contain a mixture of materials along with the soil. Some of
these can be handled along with the soil provided that the size is reduced so that it can be
handled by the processing equipment. The amount of the total waste at a site that can be
processed must be determined in order to estimate the costs of the operation. Unit density
of the in situ materials must be estimated by some field technique. The standard techniques
used by engineers are not designed to handle these types of materials.
Unit Density Estimates
One approach for determining in situ unit density is to use several dump trucks. The beds
of the dump trucks can be measured reasonably well. Material is excavated from a
rectangular hole to a constant depth. The size of the hole should be surveyed so that the
volume can be estimated. The trucks should be weighed prior to loading. The truck is
filled to the top of the bed and struck off with the bottom of the loader bucket taking care
not to compact the material. Reweigh the truck. This gives a weight of the truck plus all
waste material. Subtracting the weight of the truck gives the weight of the material in the
hole. The weight divided by the volume of the hole gives an estimate for the in situ unit
density. The weight of material divided by the volume of the truck bed gives an estimate
of unit density of the loose excavated material. The ratio of the in place to the excavated
density can be used to estimate the bulking factor that can be used in determining the
weight and the volumes of materials that are processed.
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Material that cannot be handled by the remedial technology such as large pieces of steel,
logs, carpets, tires, etc., can be screened out of the excavated material, loaded into a preweighed truck, and the weight determined. These weights are subtracted from the total
weight of the material excavated. The percent of processable material can then be
determined. At least four to five truck loads should be taken from different parts of the
site. The averages of these four loads should be used for estimation. The standard
deviation can be used to provide some indication of the reliability of the data generated.
The large volumes of material placed in the trucks allow the investigator to include a range
of the materials that are present and also compensate for the variability in the excavation
and in handling the materials.
This may seem expensive and unnecessary, but it is good insurance compared to the
problems generated by greatly under- or over-estimating the materials that must be handled.
Sampling from Process Conveyer Belts
A second approach for determining the processable material involves estimating the quantity
of material that is passing through the batch plant or through some other step in the soil
treatment process. The materials can be treated as a one-dimensional waste. Cross stream
samples are taken at periodic intervals while the plant is operating. This may require
stopping the conveyor at periodic intervals and taking samples of material. This sampled
material can be weighed, its percent moisture determined, and it can also be analyzed for
pollutants, if necessary.
Correct sampling of these materials requires that all of the materials in a segment of the
process flow be taken by cutting across the path of the flow with a tool that takes a segment
of material having parallel sides in the direction perpendicular to the flow of materials.
This detail prevents sample bias.
Sample results from this type of material lend themselves to the use of variography. Quality
control samples are usually taken at some regular interval such as twice daily or every shift
or some similar approach. Variograms can be prepared using time as the independent
variable. Examination of the variogram on a regular basis can be used to evaluate the
operation of the equipment.
Control charts (Bauer, 1971) can also be prepared for recording the quality of the materials
that are being produced by the remedy. Examination of these charts on a daily basis is
recommended. This provides vital information on the effectiveness of the treatment process
and also on the output of the contractors carrying out the remedy. Sampling can be for
some process standard such as permeability, bearing capacity, etc., in the case of
solidification/stabilization, or it could be the percent reduction of a regulated chemical in
the case of soil washing. The charts provide a visual means of tracking the quality of the
remediation process.
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Sampling Stockpiled Soil Material
Frequently, the soil scientist will be asked to sample the materials that have been stockpiled
awaiting processing. This presents a very difficult problem. Correct sampling of these piles
requires that the materials be sampled by taking a number of cuts through the entire pile
similar to the lab procedure shown in Figure 5-5. This material must then be reduced in
volume by some probabilistic procedure. During remediation this is often not possible.
If a coring rig can operate on top of the pile, and if the pile can be flattened, cores can be
taken from a number of places on the pile and used to provide estimates of the composition
of the materials in the pile. The cores must penetrate through the entire pile into the
underlying soil in order to insure correctness. The cores should be incrementally sampled
at different depths in the pile.
The thickness of the pile should be determined at each point sampled. The location of the
cores may have to be surveyed so that a map of the pile can be prepared. This information
can also be used to provide estimates of the volume of materials in the pile.
If the pile can be moved by use of a conveyor belt, this offers the best means of sampling
the material and also provides a means for obtaining information on the variability within
the pile. Samples would be taken by cross stream sampling as was discussed above.
Samples are often taken by taking a cut through the pile and sampling from the cut face.
This is not the most desirable approach, but it can be used. If enough increments are taken
from the face, a reasonable estimate of the average concentration can be made.
Compositing the samples for the entire face is not recommended. The face should be
divided into a number of zones and the samples within that zone combined in the
composite. Safety is often a problem in sampling these cuts unless the material is quite
stable.
REMEDIATION SAMPLING
During remediation of the site, the soil investigator may be asked to provide quality
assurance on the contractor carrying out the cleanup of the site. Grid sampling appears to
offer the most advantageous approach in these situations. The size of the remediation
management unit will determine the size of grid pattern to use. Samples should be taken
on a systematic basis. Random samples can be used as an additional assurance that no
major areas are being missed; however, this is seldom necessary. Normal duplicates and
triplicates should be taken.
Often these samples will be submitted to a field laboratory for some form of rapid
screening. This greatly speeds up the remediation operation. Any very low concentrations
seen during remedial investigations are really not critical unless the cleanup standard is
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background. For example, PCB cleanups may use standards as high as 10 ppm for the
cutoff. There are a number of field instruments that can determine concentrations down
to two to three ppm. The areas of high concentration are usually known and are removed
before the remedial soil sampling effort begins.
Adequate sample coverage of the area being remediated along with areas outside the
immediate treatment zone will be required to insure that the contaminated materials have
all been removed. Final verification sampling should provide data that can be used to
confirm, with some associated confidence level, that the contractor has carried out the
remedy properly and the site is ready to be closed.
Remediation sampling designs will be dictated by the regulatory directives that are being
used at a particular site. At some sites, punctual sampling has been used at the grid nodes.
If any one of these was above the action level, a detailed sampling procedure was initiated
to determine the size of the “hot spot.” At other sites, everything to the next “clean” node
was excavated and removed or treated. The “action support” proposed by Barth et al. (1989)
offers the most appropriate procedure for determining if the RMU must be remediated.
This is essentially a composite sample taken from the RMU. If this exceeds the “action
support,” then the RMU must be remediated.
SAFETY
Safety should be a primary concern at these large treatment facilities. There is ample
opportunity for an investigator to come in contact with machinery, falling material, moving
vehicles, and other similar hazards. It is preferable to insure that there are at least two
people working together to help avoid unnecessary risks. The buddy system is essential in
these situations. Loader operators and truck drivers are not expecting to encounter
someone working on foot in the areas where they are working. You must look out for them
and not expect the operator to look out for you.
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SECTION 9
DATA INTERPRETATION
The final step in any sampling study is the analysis and interpretation of the data that has
been collected. It is not necessary for the field scientist to conduct the data analysis, but his
input is necessary if any interpretation of the data is to be made. Impressions and
observations obtained during on-site activities are needed to adequately determine the
actual behavior of the pollutant.
The person doing the data analysis must keep in mind the purpose for which the samples
were collected. These purposes can usually be grouped into one of the following categories:
Estimate the level and variability of a pollutant in a geographic area.
Determine if the pollution measured is above some standard or is higher than
the ambient levels found in the control area.
Define the aerial extent and depth of the pollution and map the pattern of the
distribution.
Determine if an area has been cleaned to some cleanup standard identified
in consent decrees or by administrative order.
There are statistical tests available for handling data collected by each sampling design
discussed in Section 6. Prior to attempting to use any of the designs, a statistician versed
in environmental sampling design should be consulted to assure that the appropriate design
is being used. This consultation should be done prior to conducting the study and not after
the data is collected. Barth et al. (1989) can be used for assistance in designing sampling
plans. Classical statistical methods are available for carrying out many of the analyses.
Geostatistical tools are available for use by the investigator with assistance from a
statistician or they can be obtained from a number of reputable firms specializing in
geostatistics and sampling. Many of the major geotechnical firms have the capability for
doing geostatistical analysis on a service basis. If the investigator intends to make use of
these firms, he should consult with the firm prior to collecting the data to insure that the
proper information is obtained and that the data is submitted in a form that can be used in
the firm’s particular software.
Two geostatistical packages are available for use on the PC computer. One developed by
EMSL-LV called GEO-EAS (Englund and Sparks, 1988) has been extensively reviewed and
appears to be simple to use. User friendliness does not mean that the investigator can pick
the software off of the shelf and become an instant expert. One must use the software
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under the supervision of someone knowledgeable in geostatistics before launching into a
full-scale evaluation of data. Like any other geotechnical tool, it can be misused.
Grundy and Miesch (1987) have assembled a package of computer programs that allow one
to handle geostatistical data on the PC. This package is not as user friendly as GEO-EAS,
but it covers a wider range of statistical data handling. Grundy and Miesch (1987) make
the following observation with emphasis:
...there is no cookbook method of analyzing spatial statistics. The user will
find it necessary to use different approaches to different problems. Kriging
is not automatic.
Assistance from skilled geostatisticians is recommended if the data is to have any validity.
Estimation of the variogram from the sample data is a critical step in any geostatistical
study. All of the other steps carried out in geostatistical work are based upon the reliability
of the variogram; therefore, it is essential that this be done properly. The form of the
variogram can change from case to case and may even change as one changes the
orientation of the grid used to calculate the variogram.
OTHER DATA EVALUATION TECHNIQUES
Cyclic Data Patterns
There are a number of other data handling techniques that may prove useful to the
investigator. The variogram often shows a pattern that indicates that there is a cyclic
pattern to the data. Evaluation of these cycles can be done by using Fourier transforms or
some similar time series tool to unravel the underlying causes of the pattern.
As an example, patterns may be caused by seasonal rainfall, by irrigation frequency, by tides,
by vehicular traffic, by plant operational cycles, or by other similar factors that occur on a
regular basis. Plumes frequently show pockets of high concentration separated by zones of
lower concentration. This is believed to represent the pulsing caused by rainfall occurring
on a seasonal basis.
Disposal ponds often show patterns that reflect the operation of the plant. When operations
are altered on some set frequency, there may be a flush of high concentration pollutant
followed by long periods of low concentration. These patterns are occasionally observed in
monitoring data.
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Determining Geological Structure
Griffiths (1971) points out that all classical statistics are based upon the concept of randomness
and the normal distribution. Most environmental data is, at best, log normal. He notes that
because the theory has not resolved the problems of the lack of randomness, for example, a
plume is not a random occurrence. There is pattern to the plume caused by groundwater or
gravity flow.
Griffiths (197 1) and Griffiths and Ondrick (1970) offer a pragmatic approach for unraveling data
so that it can be interpreted and any underlying structure identified. An underlying assumption
is made that the geologic media (soil is classified as such) has some as yet unknown structure
and that this structure can be determined by the pattern of variation occurring in the media.
Griffiths (1971) notes that grid sampling is “quite efficient” in revealing the underlying geologic
structure. One limitation is the need to have replication at each node. This would double the
number of samples required. This could be done as part of an exploratory study. Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA) is used to compare rows and columns with each other. If the interaction
term is significant, then the grid is not aligned with the major axis of the geologic structure or
in our case pollutant plume. The grid can be mathematically rotated to give a new grid that is
aligned with the plume direction.
Figure 9-1, taken from Griffiths (1971), shows the effect of structure on the variances obtained
by sampling three different media. Case I is a homogeneous material. Case II is a material with
a layered pattern to it or a material where there are discrete deposits of material as one might
encounter where pollutants were dumped along a trail or roadway. Case III might be a mixed
media where several pollutant sources were dumped over the site. For a geologic media, these
would be called massive, regular bedded, and irregular patchy respectively. With the case of
pollutant deposits, these would be widely disseminated (as one would expect from an airborne
material), linear deposits (such as one would encounter with filled-in disposal trenches), and
random dumping over a property.
Assuming that these materials are surface configurations (the same procedure can work in three
dimensions as well), comparisons are made between various components of the data. Looking
at the directional component, there is no difference between N-S and E-W no matter which
pattern is examined. When one looks at the the traverses one sees differences. The E-W
traverses show a large variance for Case II. The variation in the data for both the N-S and the
E-W traverses are large in Case III. The within traverse variation is large in all cases except for
the E-W traverse in Case II. By examining the components of variance for each of these cases,
information can be gained about the deposition of a pollutant, the structure of a geologic material,
or the structure of a soil property.
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This approach can be used with any sampling units ranging in size from microscopic slides
to square miles. Comparison of the components of variance seen in each case shown in
Figure 9-1 can determine which type of structure is underlying the basic data set. This is
a nested type of design and can provide valuable information if enough replication is
provided to do the complete ANOVA. The ANOVA can be used to test the differences
between directions, between traverses, and within the traverses. A statistician can often
assist in revealing more information than can be obtained by using standard ANOVA
packages.
Griffith’s approach is similar to the approach presented in Pitard (1989b). Pitard noted that
when data values representing samples of weight w1 along one transect direction is
composited into several samples of weight w2, such that w2 10w 1 Visman’s sampling
constants can be estimated. These are then used to estimate the standard deviation of sets
of samples with different weights (s’, according to Appendix B). This process is repeated
for several different orientations along the suspected plume, across the plume, and diagonal
to the plume. The value of s’, will be large along the plume but much smaller across the
plume. The diagonals would lie somewhere in between.
COMPONENTS OF VARIANCE
The components of variance test mentioned above is most often used as a quality assurance
tool, but in the litigation arena, this also can provide useful information on the structure of
the variation seen in the data. Attorneys frequently like to question a witness about the
source of variation in their data. They often attempt to make it appear that the variation
is a result of poor sampling or poor analytical procedures when in fact it is a natural
phenomenon. When a witness can say, “We measured this and the variation comes from
the following steps in the analytical process,” the issue is usually dropped.
The system of audit samples proposed by Van Ee et al. (1990) provides a means for
determining the components of variance in each study. One should be cautioned about the
use of this approach, however. The analysis may show that the sampling was not good and,
therefore, the data is unreliable. This is not likely to happen when the procedure is carried
out with assistance from a good environmental statistician and the statistician has assisted
with the interpretation of the test results.
USE OF STATISTICAL TESTS IN REMEDIATION
Properly designed sampling plans executed during remediation can provide valuable
information about the thoroughness of the cleanup. When the statistical error or sampling
error (SE) has been determined, confidence intervals around the numbers can be developed.
This provides a basis for insuring that remediation has reached the limits of the cleanup that
was called for in a consent decree or administrative order. This same data can be used to
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provide information that can be used to estimate the probability of there being a hot spot
that exceeds the cleanup standard (Zirschky and Gilbert, 1984).
Prior to initiating any remediation sampling plan, a statistician should be involved in
reviewing the design and assisting in determining how the data will be used once it is
obtained.
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APPENDIX A
APPLICATION OF PARTICULATE SAMPLING THEORY TO SOIL SAMPLING
INTRODUCTION
The concepts from which Gy’s sampling theory were developed are established upon the
basic concept that the variability in sample results is dependent upon the particle size of the
material sampled. The theory shows that the largest particle in the sampling unit controls
the variability. Francis Pitard teaches a short course (Pitard, 1989b) designed to train an
individual in the use of Gy theory. This course can greatly aid in applying the theory to soil
sampling. Pitard has also written a text (Pitard, 1989a) that attempts to translate the basic
concepts of the theory into practical application. Pitard’s text is essential for understanding
the theory and its application to soil and waste sampling. The material that follows is an
attempt by the author to apply the theory to soil sampling. Portions of the theory are
discussed in Section 2 and must be used to understand the material that follows.
Definitions
The following definitions are given to aid in understanding the material in this appendix.
Components of Variance: Each sample result is comprised of a series of distinct components.
The variation (or variance) in the results is dependent upon the influence of these
components. A component of variance test is a standard statistical test that can be carried
out with the Analysis of Variance. Section 2 outlines a number of the components that are
observed in particulate sampling. These are:
the fundamental error which is nothing more than the variation within the
particles themselves,
errors due to segregation and grouping of the particles and the pollutant
associated with the particles,
errors due to various types of trends; these can be short range, long range or
cyclic,
errors due to defining the sample space and extracting the sample from that
defined area,
errors due to preparation of the sample,
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errors due to analysis of the sample, and
errors due to location within the sampling unit or the site.
These errors are discussed in Section 2. Example 5 shown in Section 2 is an example of a
Components of Variance test carried out on soil sampling data collected at an NPL site.
This test was used to show that the laboratory was not the source of the error seen in the
data. Activities in the field, such as where the sample was collected and how it was split,
had the major impact on the results.
Primary Structural Property: A structural property is an intrinsic property of the material
itself and of the equipment used to extract the sample. It is independent of the sampling
problem itself; therefore, it is a primary property of the soil or the equipment being used
to sample the soil. Both heterogeneity and sampling correctness are primary structural
properties.
Secondary or Circumstantial Property: A circumstantial property depends upon the
sampling problem itself. It is secondary because it depends upon one or more primary
properties. Accuracy is a secondary circumstantial property. It depends not only upon the
material but also upon how the material was extracted from the sampling unit and how the
sample was handled after it was extracted.
Sample Correctness: This is a primary structural property depending upon specific sampling
conditions over which we have control (sampling tool, sample weight, particle size, model
used for dimensions of the waste, etc.), but it is independent of the sampling problem itself.
A sample is correct when all particles in the lot or sampling unit have the same probability
of being selected. Antithesis to this, all particles that do not belong to the material to be
sampled have a zero probability of selection. A biased sample is an incorrect sample
because the probability that some fraction of the waste, the pollutant, or the particles
themselves is different from the rest of the material.
Bias: Sampling bias is the introduction of error into sampling results that is caused by nonprobabilistic or non-random factors. These can be intentional influences or accidental
influences. They can result from incorrect procedures, from failure to calibrate analytical
equipment, from cross contamination, from the investigator attempting to “prove a point,”
etc. Sampling bias is always introduced by incorrect sampling (see definition above). Bias
is equal to the mean (mSE of the sampling or selection error (SE) when this mean is not
equal to zero. It can be either positive or negative. Bias may be very small, but it is never
equal to zero. An unbiased sample is an unattainable limit.
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Accuracy: Based upon the definitions above, one can state that a correct sample is an
accurate sample because correctness is a primary property of the material and accuracy
reflects that. Mathematically, a sample is accurate when the absolute value of the bias is
smaller than some standard identified in the DQO’s. It is a property of the mean of an
unbiased sample. U.S. EPA (1987a) defines accuracy as the measure of the bias in a
measurement system. More recently, the Agency (Quality Assurance Management Staff,
1991) has recommended eliminating the use of the term accuracy and covering the same
area with the terms bias and precision because of the problems with determining the
“correct standard” to use in determining accuracy.
Precision: The reproducibility of estimates of the true content of a pollutant in the soil or
2
waste. An estimate of the true content is precise when the variance (s SE) of SE does not
exceed some standard set by the DQO’s. Precision is a property of the variance of SE
exclusively. Precision is measured by the standard deviation or the variance of the
measurements.
Representative Sample: A sample is representative when the mean square, r 2SE, of SE is not
larger than a certain standard of representativeness regarded as acceptable.
Representativeness is the sum of the square of the mean of SE (m SE), and the variance of
SE (s2SE).
Equation A-1
This definition is different from that defined in the DQO documents. The Agency
document, Data Quality Objectives for Remedial Response Activities: Development Process
(U.S. EPA, 1987a) defines representativeness as:
Representativeness expresses the degree to which sample data accurately and
precisely represents a characteristic of a population, parameter variations at
a sampling point, or an environmental condition. Representativeness is a
qualitative parameter which is most concerned with the proper design of the
sampling program. The representativeness criterion is best satisfied by
making certain that sampling locations are selected properly and a sufficient
number of samples are collected. Representativeness is addressed by
describing sampling techniques and the rationale used to select sampling
locations.
Gy’s theory does not contradict the DQO concept of representativeness, but it does provide
a quantitative measure of representativeness that could be included in the DQO’s.
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Sampling Unit: A sampling unit of soil, waste, or other particulate matter that
is to be sampled. This can be a point or a block such as the RMU or Exposure Unit.
Pitard (1989a) refers to this as a “lot” (L). Barth et al. (1989) refer to the volume, shape,
and orientation of the soil sampling unit as the “support.”
Increment: An increment is a segment, section, or small volume of material extracted from
a sample. The most common increments seen in soil sampling are small sections from a
core or portions taken from a pile of soil.

APPLICATION OF GY’S THEORY TO U.S. EPA SOIL AND WASTE SAMPLING
One of the key concepts of Gy’s theory is that the investigator can select a particle size
range that will reduce the variance of the results obtained to a minimum under the
conditions of the sampling study. One can work from the particle sizes available in the raw
material to the weight of sample that is required to reduce the variance to some
predetermined acceptable standard. This standard should be spelled out in the DQO
document. Where the particle sizes are such that the weight would be too large for the
laboratory to handle, it will be necessary to reduce the volume by using incremental
sampling, splitting, or grinding the sample to a size that will allow reduction of the material
to a weight that is acceptable for analyses. Most soils do not require the grinding process
unless gravels, cobbles, or other large components are present.
Pitard (1989a, 1989b) outlines procedures for determining the particle size classes that are
required to reduce the sample to an analytical subsample. The procedure can be worked
in reverse and a determination can be made of the comminution protocol that will be
needed to reach an acceptable variance. This is determined by the use of a sampling
nomograph discussed below.
In those cases where grinding is not acceptable because of volatility, etc., it will be necessary
to collect a number of small increments to be included in the analytical sample or else
analyzed as a separate sample. Screening can also be done if the conceptual model used
to design the sampling study can show that there is little or no impact from the coarser
materials. This decision should be supported by data collected from a portion of the
samples.
SAMPLING NOMOGRAPH
The sampling nomograph is used to determine the particle size and sample weights that
should be used for a particular material.
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Determination of Particle Size and Sample Weights:
Pitard (1989a, 1989b) outlines a procedure for determining the particle size-sample weight
relationship that should be met to insure that an unbiased sample of material is submitted
to the laboratory for analysis. Parts of this procedure are applicable to soil sampling, but
some aspects of the procedure cannot be carried out especially with volatile organic
chemicals. Paramount to this is the requirement for grinding or pulverizing the sample to
reduce the particle sizes to a size that maintains a desirable fundamental error (FE). The
procedure outlined below is taken from Pitard (1989a), Ingamells (1974), and Visman
(1969).
The constitution heterogeneity (CH) of a material which leads to the fundamental error
(FE) can only be measured when the number of fragments can be counted. With soils, this
is a difficult proposition. Pitard (1989a, 1989b) introduces a term called the constant factor
of constitution heterogeneity (IH,) IH, is more useful for purposes of soil sampling since
this constant can be estimated by making some simplifying assumptions.
It is not possible to determine FE directly, but the maximum and minimum variance of this
error can be estimated by the following relationship:
Equation A-2
= variance of the fundamental error
= weight of sample
= weight of lot or support
= constant factor of constitution heterogeneity

where:

When the mass of the lot ML is large in relation to the sample weight (M,), A-2 simplifies
to:
Equation A-3
IHL can be estimated by the following relationship:
Equation A-4
where: c

= mineralogical factor
Equation A-5
= average concentration in the lot or support
= density of the pollutant
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lambda,

= density of the soil material (2.65 g/cc)
= is called the liberation fraction that lies between 0 and 1
and can be estimated as follows:
very heterogeneous material
heterogeneous material
average material
homogeneous materials
very homogeneous materials

= 0.8
= 0.4
= 0.2
= 0.1
= 0.05

It is also equal to the following:
Equation A-6
=

f

shape factor
if all particles are cubes
most materials
flakes such as mica, biotite, etc.
soft solids such as tar
needle-like mineral material

= 1
= 0.5
= 0.1
= 0.2
= >1

This can be estimated by the following:
Equation A-7
P

=

da
lambda

=
=

g

=
=
=
=
=

number of fragments collected between two sieves
of diameter d1 and d2
average diameter of particles
= (d1 + d2 ) / 2
average density of fragments.
granulometric factor
1 if material was perfectly calibrated
0.25 for non-calibrated -material (out of jaw crusher)
0.55 for calibrated material (material retained between
two screens)
0.75 for materials that are naturally calibrated such as
beach sands, uniform gravels, etc.

Most soils can be estimated using 0.25 for g.
d

=
=

is the maximum particle size
the opening of a square mesh retaining no more than
5 % oversize
(Pitard, 1989a).
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The product (clfg) is also known as the sampling constant C. This is used in the
nomographs shown below. Equation A-3 can be rewritten using C to give:
s

2

Equation A-8

3

FE

= Cd / Ms

To implement this procedure, it is necessary to determine the particle size distribution of
the soil or waste. The fragment of interest is the maximum particle size, d. The material
in Figure l-l would have d = 7.5 cm. This is a very large particle for “soil,” but this is the
controlling particle size for ‘sampling this material. The sampling nomograph is used for
reducing the sample size down to the amount of material needed for analysis. The
procedure for developing and using this nomograph is outlined below.
Determine the average concentration of several sampling units or blocks by taking a number
of samples in each block. Attempt to obtain at least one set of samples from a known “hot
spot” in order to obtain an estimate of amax
1.

Determine the maximum particle size.

2.

Determine the weight of the field sample that is to be taken.

3.

Determine the density of the pollutant.

4.

Calculate 1 using Equation A-6.

5.

Calculate IHL using Equation A-4.

6.

Prepare a nomograph for the particle size ranges encountered at the site or
use one of the nomographs given below.

7.

Determine the comminution that must occur to arrive at the sample aliquot
needed by the laboratory. This is done by:
Plotting the weight of the field sample on the line represented by d max
(see Fig. A-l point A). The sample would then be reduced in size
until the variance of the fundamental error specified in the DQO is
reached (point B) (for most environmental work a relative standard
deviation (CV) of ± 15% is often used. The variance would be 0.0225
for this CV.
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Grind the sample to a smaller maximum particle size, then reduce the sample size (point
C) until the line represented by variance chosen in the DQO is reached (point D). With
soils, it is often possible to reach the analytical aliquot with only one grinding operation.
Figure A-l is an example taken from the material shown in Figure l-l. The d max for this
material is 3 inches or 75 mm. Assume a two kilogram field sample. A one gram aliquot
is needed by the laboratory. Use of the nomograph is started at point A. The sample size
would be reduced to 100 grams by splitting, etc. (point B). The particle size would be
reduced to 6.35 mm (point C). The sample would then be reduced in weight again by
splitting or some other process of sample reduction until point D is reached. The standard
deviation of the fundamental error would be ±3%, considerably less than the +l5%
recommended for environmental sampling (Pitard, 1989a, 1989b).
This procedure is followed using the other nomographs given in this appendix, or else the
investigator can prepare nomographs for use in other studies or for situations where the
conditions differ. In the examples given in Figures A-2 through A-7, the following
parameters were used:
f = 0.5
g = 0.25
1 = calculated using aL in a range from 10% to parts per trillion and amax in a range
from 1.1 X aL to 10,000 times.
= inorganic chemical with a density of 0.5 g/cm3.
= inorganic chemical with a density of 2.5 g/cm3.
= inorganic chemical with a density of 22.4 g/cm3.
= organic chemical with a density of 0.4 g/cm3.
= organic chemical with a density of 1.1 g/cm3.
= organic chemical with a density of 2.75 g/cm3.
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In developing Figures A-2 to A-7, all possible combinations of the various parameters were
used to calculate the points on the curves. The range of each parameter was chosen to
match the ranges seen in sampling situations reported in many of the references used in this
report. Reviewers of early drafts of this material suggested that the range of variance used
in these figures was too large. The author chose to retain this wide range because of his
own experience at over 30 Superfund sites. This experience, combined with information
obtained in the reviewed literatures, indicates that the range reflects what one is likely to
encounter in soil sampling work. Also, one should keep in mind the discussion on soil
coefficients of variation given in Section 1. In addition to the natural variability of soils,
pollutants are known to have a wider range of variation that the natural components. It is
not uncommon to have a CV of 300% to 400% in samples taken at waste sites.

DETERMINATION OF FIELD SAMPLE SIZE
Determination of Field Sample Size
Pitard (1989a, 1989b) presents a method for determining the optimum sample weight that
provides the most information about the material being sampled for the least cost. The
equations used are based on work by Visman (1969) and Ingamells and Switzer (1973).
Visman (1969) identifies two sampling constants “A” and “B”. The constant “A” is the
homogeneity constant which is closely related to C or IHL of Gy (1986) and Pitard (Pitard,
1989a, 1989b). The constant “B” is the segregation constant and includes the variance
components GE, CE2 and CE3.
These two sampling constants are used to develop the sampling diagram outlined in
Appendix B.
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APPENDIX B
DETERMINING SAMPLE WEIGHTS USING SAMPLING DIAGRAMS
The development of a sampling diagram and the determination of the optimum and
minimum sampling weights are discussed in Section 6. The material presented in that
section is repeated here for convenience. Appendix B-l can be used for generating an
estimate of the fundamental error for samples of different sizes and also for estimating the
optimum sampling weight using Gy’s basic theory as discussed by Pitard (1989a). Appendix
B-2 is a printout of the spreadsheet that was used to generate Appendix B-l. This is in
Lotus l-2-3 format.
Appendix B-3 is a table for calculating the Visman sampling constants and the optimum
sampling weight based upon these constants. (See Visman, 1969; Pitard, 1989a; or Ingamells
and Switzer, 1973.) Appendix B-4 is the sampling diagram calculated according to the
procedures outlined in Appendix A The example is discussed in that section and in Section
1 (see Example 2).
DETERMINING SAMPLING CONSTANTS
Visman’s sampling constants are used to determine the size of sample that should be used
for collecting samples in the field. The sampling constants are determined upon data
collected from two sets of samples from the site. The site should be divided into nine or
more approximately equal rectangular or square cells. Take a series of small random
samples of weight w1 from each cell. Follow this by taking a second series of random
samples of weight w2 from the same cells. The weight of the large sample should be 10 or
more times the weight of the small sample.
These two sets of samples are then reduced in size according to procedures outlined in
Section 5 and Appendix A and submitted to the laboratory for analysis. Calculate the mean
(m) and the variance (s2) for each set of samples (subscripts identify each individual
sample), then calculate A and B according to the following equations.
Equation B-l
Equation B-2
The optimum sample weight (wopt) has been reported in several references (Ingamells and
Switzer, 1973; Ingamells, 1974; Ingamells and Pitard, 1986; Pitard, 1989b;) to be:
Equation B-3
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This weight is optimum because it allows the investigator to obtain the most information for
the lowest cost. With most environmental sampling, the weight of the sample should be at
least six times the minimum weight (wmin) which is:
Equation B-4
where
concentration.

is the average concentration in the small samples and BG is the background

The total variance for the soil material

can be estimated by the following relationship:
Equation B-5

where:

N
W
N*w

= number of samples
= weight of small samples
= total weight (W) of material from small samples.

This estimate for the total variance is comparable to the sum of the within block variance
and the between block variance shown by Krige (Pitard, 1989b).
An interesting observation can be made about the above equations. Equation 6-5 was
derived from Equation 6-12. When the derivative of the cost equation is solved for the
minimum sample weight, Equation 6-5 results. Substituting Equation 6-5 in Equation 6-7
gives the following:
Equation B-6
This indicates that any estimate of concentration in a support or soil sampling unit will be
followed by an uncertainty that is equal to ±(2B/N).5. In order to further reduce the
uncertainty by ½, it would take four times the number of samples. An order of magnitude
reduction would take a 100-fold increase in the number of samples.
A second method for estimating the size of sample (M,) that is needed is based upon the
use of Equation A-3. Rearranging Equation A-3 gives:
Equation B-7
The precision specified in the DQO can be squared and substituted in Equation B-7 for s 2.
The sampling constant, IHL, can be estimated according to the procedures outlined in
Appendix A. An approximation for the precision is ±15% for most environmental studies
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(Pitard, 1989a). The equations presented in this appendix along with Appendix A can be used
to determine the size of sample that is needed and a procedure for reducing this down to a
laboratory sample.
SAMPLING DIAGRAM
Another tool that has been suggested by Pitard (1989a, 1989b), Gy (1986), and Ingamells and
Switzer (1973) is the sampling diagram. This is a graphic presentation of the information that
is derived from the above evaluation of a sampling situation. The mean and standard deviation
derived from the two sample sizes discussed above is used to develop a curve of the most
probable concentration estimate. Equation B-8 is used to develop points on this curve. The
curve can be improved by making use of more than the two sample sizes, although, this is not
required.

Equation B-8

The standard deviation curve is then solved for situations when there is no large scale segregation
(i.e., B = 0). Equation B-9 is used to estimate the standard deviation (s) for this situation. The
estimate of s is then added and subtracted from the average obtained for the large sample size
This is then plotted on the sampling diagram. A second standard deviation (s’v) is based
upon Equation B-10 for the variance of individual samples and is plotted on the diagram. This
gives an indication of the spread of the sample results likely to be encountered during collection
of an individual sample of the soil material. it is the same as the variance of the fundamental
error (sFE) of the material. A third standard deviation (s,) is calculated using Equation B-l 1 and
plotted on the sampling diagram. This is based upon a range of optimum sample weights.
(Normally, one calculates the optimum weight then uses multiples of that weight to obtain the
points for plotting the curve.) The point where s v and s’v intersect is the optimum sampling
weight for the material. The point where s intersects the background concentration is the
minimum sample weight. Appendix B-4 shows the results of this calculation for materials similar
to those in Example 5.
Equation B-9
Equation B-10
Equation B-11
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APPENDIX B-2: SPREADSHEET FORMULAS FOR APPENDIX B-l
Al: [W23] ^ APPENDIX B-2: SPREADSHEET FORMULAS FOR APPENDIX B-l
TABLE FOR ESTIMATING IHL AND SAMPLE WEIGHTS
A2: [W23] [F2] ’
B4: [F2] ‘FACTORS
A5: [W23] [F2] ^ Chemical
C5: [F2] ^ Pb
A6: [W23] [F2] ^ Compound
C6: [F2] ^ PbS04
A7: [W23] [F2] ^ f
C7: [F2] 0.5
A8: [W23] [F2] ^g
C8: [F2] 0.4
A9: [W23] [F2] ^ Maximum Concentration
C9: [F2] 0.0376
Al0: [W23] [F2] ^ Average Concentration
C10: [F2] 0.00025
A11: [W23] [F2] ^ Density
C11: [F2] 6.4
A12: [W23] [F2] ^ DQO
C12: [F2] 0.15
B14: [F2] ‘CALCULATIONS
A15: [W23] [F2] ^ c
C15: [F2] (+$C$11*((l-$C$10) ^ 2)/$C$10) +($C$11*(l-$C$10))
A16: [W23] [F2] ^1
C16: [F2] ($C$9-$C$10)/(l-$C$10)
A17: [W23] [F2] ^ C
C17: [F2] +$C$7*$C$8*$C$15*$C$16
A18: [W23] [F2] ^ Sample Weights (gm)
B18: (F0) [F2] 1
C18: (F0) [F2] 20
D18: (F0) [F2] 100
E18: (F0) [F2] 250
A19: [W23] [F2] ^ Particle Diameter (cm)
B19: (F3) [F2] 2.54
C19: (F3) [F2] 2.54/4
D19: (F3) [F2] 0.2
E19: (F3) [F2] 0.02
A20: [W23] [F2] ^ IHL (gm)
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B20: (S4) [F2] +$C$17*(B$19 ^ 3)
C20: (S4) [F2] +$C$17*(C$19 ^ 3)
D20: (S4) [F2] +$C$17*(D$19^3)
E20: (S4) [F2] +$C$17*(E$19^ 3)
A21: [W23] [F2] ^ 1 gm s ^ 2
B21: (S4) [F2] ($C$17*(B$19^3))/$B$18
C21: (S4) [F2] ($C$17*(C$19^3))/$B$18
D21: (S4) [F2] ($C$17*(D$19^3))/$B$18
E21: (S4) [F2] ($C$17*(E$19^3))/$B$l8
A22: [W23] [F2] ^ +- s (%)
B22: (P2) [F2] @SQRT(B21)
C22: (P2) [F2] @SQRT(C21)
D22: (P2) [F2] @SQRT(D21)
E22: (P2) [F2] @SQRT(E21)
A23: [W23] [F2] ^ 20 gm s ^ 2
B23: (S4) [F2] ($C$17*(B$19^3))/$C$18
C23: (S4) [F2] ($C$17*(C$19^3))/$C$18
D23: (S4) [F2] ($C$17*(D$19^3))/$C$18
E23: (S4) [F2] ($C$17*(E$19^3))/$C$18
A24: [W23] [F2] ^ +- s (%)
B24: (P2) [F2] @SQRT(B23)
C24: (P2) [F2] @SQRT(C23)
D24: (P2) [F2] @SQRT(D23)
E24: (P2) [F2] @SQRT(E23)
A25: [W23] [F2] ^ 100 gm s ^ 2
B25: (S4) [F2] ($C$l7* (B$19 ^ 3))/$D$18
C25: (S4) [F2] ($C$17*(C$19^3))/$D$18
D25: (S4) [F2] ($C$17*(D$19 ^ 3))/$D$l8
E25: (S4) [F2] ($C$17*(E$19 ^ 3))/$D$18
A26: [W23] [F2] ^ +-s (%)
B26: (P2) [F2] @SQRT(B25)
C26: (P2) [F2] @SQRT(C25)
D26: (P2) [F2] @SQRT(D25)
E26: (P2) [F2] @SQRT(E25)
A27: [W23] [F2] ^ 250 gm s ^ 2
B27: (S4) [F2] ($C$17*(B$19^ 3))/$E$18
C27: (S4) [F2] ($C$17*(C$19^ 3))/$E$18
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D27: (S4) [F2] ($C$17*(D$19 ^ 3))/$E$18
E27: (S4) [F2] ($C$17*(E$19 ^ 3))/$E$18
A28: [W23] [F2] ^ +-s (%)
B28: (S4) [F2] @SQRT(B27)
C28: (S4) [F2] @SQRT(C27)
D28: (S4) [F2] @SQRT(D27)
E28: (S4) [F2] @SQRT(E27)
A29: [W23] [F2] ^ Optimum Weight (gm)
B29: (S4) [F2] +B$20/($C$12 ^ 2)
C29: (S4) [F2] +C$20/($C$12 ^ 2)
D29: (S4) [F2] +D$20/($C$12 ^ 2)
E29: (S4) [F2] +E$20/($C$12 ^ 2)
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This Appendix contains a listing of references that have importance to someone involved
with soil sampling, exposure assessment, modeling the soil system, or in general interested
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EXAMPLES

APPENDIX E
EXAMPLES
The following examples are provided to assist the reader in applying the techniques outlined
in this report to situations at hazardous waste sites. The examples are not intended to be
all inclusive, but are for illustration purposes only. There are no doubt many other
examples that will also provide this type of information.
EXAMPLES OF LARGE AREA STUDIES
Three examples of large area studies are mentioned in the body of the report. These are:
Love Canal, NY
Palmerton, PA
Dallas Lead, TX
Love Canal
The Love Canal Study, carried out by the U.S. EPA in 1980, was one of the first large
environmental studies ever conducted in the United States. The four volume report (U.S.
EPA, 1982) on this major project provides insight into the complexity of conducting a study
of this magnitude. The study points out a number of concepts that can be used in other
situations and, in retrospect, points out some problem areas that can be used as guides for
avoiding similar problems in the future.
The study made use of a stratified random sampling scheme of house lots in the area.
Stratification was based upon observations that indicated that there was a potential
migration pattern extending out from the canal itself. Homes were selected randomly within
concentric rings around the canal. The concept was valid, but the conceived model for
migration was not complete. It turned out that one of the major routes of migration was
via dump truck. A developer in the area had removed contaminated materials from the cap
and used this material as fill at several locations in the outer rings. The random pattern
used did not locate these “hot spots” created by this movement.
A second problem area that was uncovered in the Love Canal study was the need for a
better control area. The entire area of Niagara and Erie Counties of New York are
impacted by heavy chemical production. It is difficult to locate an area that has not had
some influence of this activity. The need to link the soils, water, and air studies precluded
using some areas that could possibly have been used for soils background areas. Also there
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was a problem with obtaining permission to make use of other areas that could provide a
reasonable background sample.
The experience gained in this study has proven to be a valuable source of information for
designing other large studies. It was a proving ground for the development of much of the
early Superfund soil sampling effort.
Dallas Lead Study
The Dallas Lead Study was the first study to make use of kriging and other geostatistical
tools in designing and carrying out the soils component of a major environmental study
(U.S. EPA, 1984b; Flatman, 1984; Flatman et al., 1985). The study, carried out jointly with
federal, state, and local environmental and health authorities, developed concentration and
reliability maps of soil lead distribution around two lead smelters located in an urban area.
The major objective of the study was to determine the exposure of the population in the
study area to lead originating from the two smelters and from automobile emissions.
Homes in the area were stratified by their proximity to the smelters and to major road
intersections. Soil, dust, and paint samples were collected from the selected homes. Blood
samples were collected from preschool children if these were present in the home.
In addition to the soil samples collected from study homes, a 750’ by 750’ square grid
sampling design was used to collect soil samples within a one-mile radius of the two lead
smelters. A similar grid was used in a reference area not subjected to the influence of the
smelters. The systematic design was chosen because of the desire to obtain data that could
readily be subjected to geostatistics and that would provide adequate coverage of the study
area. A total of 177 soil sampling locations were selected from the grids around the two
smelters and 89 in the reference area. Approximately 1200 additional locations were
selected at specific homes, parks, schools, and playgrounds. At 5 percent of the locations,
duplicate or colocated samples were collected.
Composite soil samples were collected at each site, returned to a laboratory located in the
county health department, dried, homogenized, then subsampled. The processing of dry
samples proved to be a major advantage in obtaining uniformity in the sample material.
Palmerton Zinc Smelter Study
The town of Palmerton, PA, and the surrounding area is included in the Superfund site
associated with two zinc smelters. Cadmium and lead distributions around the two smelters
were of concern. Starks et al. (1989) and U.S. EPA (1989) provide details of the study.
Barth et al. (1989) have made extensive use of this study as an example for describing the
design of a major study and for evaluating data generated by the study. (The reader is
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encouraged to review this document prior to designing any study where soils data are to be
collected. The guidance provided by the document is timely and quite useful.)
At Palmerton, a radial design was used to provide the data needed to develop the variogram
of the soil contaminant distribution. The radial design was based upon an overall reference
grid that was used throughout the study for collecting data and for evaluating the
distribution of the pollutants of concern. The radial transects were oriented to conform to
the windrose data obtained from the National Weather Service. Both a preliminary phase
and a definitive phase study were used in the evaluation of the site.
The data indicated that the variance for the sampling effort changed with increasing
concentration. This required the use of log transformation techniques to stabilize the
variance in the data (Barth et al., 1989). An evaluation of the data obtained in the
preliminary study indicated that variation coming from short-range variability and sample
taking was larger than subsampling errors. This suggested that it was necessary to reduce
the error coming from the short-range variation in the data. (This would be comparable to
the CE1 of Gy). By increasing the number of cores in the support, the short range
heterogeneity in the data from the definitive study was reduced.
DOUBLE SAMPLING
One of the major problems facing the soils investigator can be traced back to the large
variation associated with the soil material itself. Composite sampling can aid in reducing
the variability in the data, but considerable information about the pollutant is lost by using
this technique. Double sampling can assist in overcoming this problem. Geist and Hazard
(1975) outline a procedure for using this technique in soils related work. In their situation,
they were measuring nitrogen availability in a forest soil. The example given below is taken
from a PCB spill situation.
Example:
A former Nike Missile Command center is being used as a training facility for construction
workers. This facility is situated near a small community in the Northwest. The soils are
formed on layered glacial deposits that are comprised of sands, silts, clays, and gravels.
A large transformer filled with Askerel was left on the site at the time the U.S. Army
vacated the property. The training facility needed the space occupied by the transformer
and removed it from the vault located adjacent to the electrical building. The oil in the
transformer was spilled onto the soil during the removal operations. A cleanup operation
was initiated to remove the contaminated soil from the site.
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Preliminary sampling at the site indicated that the transformer fluid had moved down
through the gravels into the bedding of an old water line and an old fuel line. Migration
had also occurred through what appeared to be minute cracks in cemented sand and clay
layers. High concentrations occurred in the gravel layers.
The U.S. EPA regional office called for a cleanup level of 10 ppm PCB in the soil at a 95%
confidence level. The variability seen in the preliminary data and the distribution of the
PCB combined with sampling requirements outlined in the U.S. EPA Office of Toxic
Substances Field Manual for Grid Sampling of PCB Spill Sites to Verify Cleanup (U.S.
EPA, 1986) called for a large number of samples to be collected. The cost of this sampling
required that a less expensive sampling effort be provided that would provide the needed
data reliability. Double sampling was used to reduce the costs.
Dexsil Corporation of Hamden, CT, produces an instrument called the L2000 PCB Analyzer.
This instrument, combined with a field procedure that extracts organic chlorine compounds
from the soil, provides a real time analysis of PCB in the soil. The costs per sample were
approximately l/10 of the laboratory costs. A split of approximately 20% of the samples
were sent to one of the laboratories in the U.S. EPA Contract Laboratory Program (CLP)
for analysis by one of the U.S. EPA methods.
A number of samples taken over the range of concentrations seen at the site were submitted
to the laboratory along with a random selection of samples from the entire area. The
laboratory samples were used in a regression analysis to insure that the field method did in
fact provide the quality of information needed to carry out the cleanup. Table E-l presents
the data and Figure E-l shows the regression for these samples.
The field laboratory results showed good agreement with the CLP laboratory. Additional
evaluation of the 50 samples submitted to the CLP lab indicated that there was no
significant difference between the field results and the lab results. Most of the samples in
the additional set of samples were below the detection limits of 1.0 ppm.
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HOT SPOT DETECTION
Zirschky and Gilbert (1984) outline procedures for detecting hot spots at a hazardous waste
site. This approach combined with prior information about the variability and distribution
of contamination at a site, or at similar sites, can provide a basis for insuring that a hot spot
of some designated size will not be left at the site. The example given below is based upon
extensive sampling carried out by a Midwestern utility company at sites of old capacitor
spills.
The company carried on a program of sampling around old capacitor spill sites as part of
its environmental program. Sampling had been done on a five foot grid around each
capacitor site identified in the records. Surface soils were sampled at each grid node. A
large data base (over 2200 points) had been accumulated over a period of several years that
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provided the basis for determining the probability of PCB contamination at different
distances from the poles supporting the capacitors.
The utility desired to develop a sampling design that could be used at any additional spill
sites and could be used in the future to insure cleanup had occurred. As a starting point
for this design process, the distribution of data points in the existing data base was
determined. A 10 ppm cleanup level was assumed to be the guideline for any future
cleanup. Table E-2 shows the relative cumulative frequency (RCF) of the data points for
different distances from the pole.
Relative Cumulative Frequency Distribution of Samples
PCB.
Distance from Pole
RCF
(%)
(ft)

Table E-2.

5
10
15
20
25
30

10ppm

33.8
59.6
82.0
93.2
97.8
100.0

This table indicates that for the sites studied, all of the PCB contamination above the clean
up level occurred inside of a zone extending out to 30 feet from the pole. This information
was used to design the sampling array that was recommended. This was also used in
developing the “priors” (Skalski and Thomas, 1984) for use in Bayesian statistics (Gulezian,
1979). Equation E-l based upon Snedecor and Cochran (1982) was used to determine the
probability that a 5’ x 5’ cell would have to be cleaned.
Equation E-l
where:
p = probability of a cell having to be cleaned.
p n = probability of a sample being > = 10ppm at
one of the comers of the cell.
n = the corner number for a cell = 1, 2, 3, 4.
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The average probability for cleanup was calculated for each cell in each five-foot ring
around the pole. Figure E-2 shows the zone where the probability of cleanup being
required was 95% or better. (The NE skewness is due to prevailing winds during season
when capacitors tend to fail.)
This information was used to develop a sampling plan and to assign samples to a particular
zone. A twenty-three point triangular grid was recommended. The probability that a hot
spot would be found was determined using Equation E-2 (Gilbert, 1982).
Equation E-2

P(A,B) = P(B@A)P(A)
where:
A
B

=
=

hot spot of size L or larger exists
a hot spot of size L or larger is hit
by taking measurements on the 5’ X 5’ grid.

P(B@A)
Probability that a hot spot of size L or larger
is hit given such a hot spot exists.
l-beta
where beta is the consumers risk or the
probability of not finding a hot spot that we
are willing to tolerate.
Probability a hot spot of size L or larger
exists. In the case of a capacitor break this
probability = the priors determined from the
existing data base.

P(A)

The probability that a hot spot of size L exists but was not found by a particular grid spacing
can be estimated using Equation E-3.
P(A@B) = (beta P(A))/(beta P(A) + 1 P(A))

Equation E-3

where:
P(A@B)

=

Probability that a hot spot of size L or larger exists even
though our sampling effort did not find it.
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For purposes of the study, a beta of 0.05 was chosen. This means that we want to determine
with a 95% confidence that we have identified all areas that must be remediated using a
particular design.
The cleanup pattern chosen by the company was that they would remediate the four 5’ x 5’
squares bordering a grid node that was detected to exceed 10 ppm. This means that they
desire to locate all hot spots with a radius of 7.07’ with a 95% confidence. Using this
information and the procedures outlined in Gilbert (1982), it was determined that a twentythree point triangular grid with a spacing of 12.5’ on a side would provide the coverage
required.
The use of Bayesian statistics to determine the grid spacing for hot spot analysis is discussed
in detail in Gilbert (1982) and in Barth et al. (1989).

FIELD BULK DENSITY
A procedure for determining field bulk density was discussed briefly in Section 8. The
following is data obtained in such a study.
A large southern utility was involved in an RI/FS (remedial investigation/feasibility study)
at an NPL site. A question arose about the percentages of material that could be processed
through a soil remediation process. The site contained large amounts of demolition rubble
that consisted of large blocks of concrete, tree stumps, and scrap metal. As part of this, it
was necessary to determine the in-place unit density and the excavated unit density.
Based upon preliminary data on the coefficient of variation of samples of these materials,
the number of samples for the site was determined to be approximately 6. It was desirous
to also obtain information about the variability of the materials over the site. Three
locations were randomly chosen. At each location, three holes were excavated. Three
truckloads of material were excavated from the holes. The volume of material was
determined by survey and by measuring the volumes of the truck beds. Weights were
determined at a certified scale located near the site.
ANOVA conducted on these data in Table E-3 indicated that there were no differences
among the various locations or within locations at a 95% confidence level.
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Table E-3. Determination of Unit Density of Soil.

Processing of soils during remediation often requires that a soil investigator provide
assistance in the quality control work carried out at the batch plants treating the soil. The
materials presented below were obtained during a solidification/stabilization operation.
Samples were collected from every 500 tons processed through the batch plant. This
normally called for two samples per day. During normal operations, samples were collected
at 10 am and 2 pm each day. On occasion, additional samples were collected when the
plant worked long shifts or when production increased. On days when the plant was down
for maintenance, only one sample was collected. Three additional quality assurance samples
were collected for unconfined compressive strength (UCS), slump, and unit density on a
weekly basis. One UCS sample was tested after 7 days of curing, one after 28 days of
curing, and one was archived.
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Variograms were prepared from the data collected during the operation of the plant. The
data for the 7-day curing is presented in Figure E-3. Figure E-4 shows the variogram for
this set of data. Examination of the data in Figure E-3 shows that there appears to be a
cyclic pattern to the data. The variogram also suggests this. There appears to be a peak
occurring at 1, 7, and 10 days. Discussions with the operators indicated that the plant was
adjusted daily and major recalibration of the controllers was done weekly. This is seen in
the variogram in the peak at the one day lag and the seven day lag. The reason for the
peak occurring at the ten day lag is not known unless it was due to the arrival of new
materials.
Similar patterns are often seen in soils data. The variograms should be evaluated to
determine if there is a cyclic pattern to the data. In those cases where there is a long range
cyclic pattern, this can be taken into consideration in estimating the variation seen in the
data.
PRELIMINARY STUDY
The use of a preliminary study can greatly facilitate the final design that is used. If a
conceptual model has been developed during the planning stage for the preliminary study,
the orientation and spacing of samples can provide valuable information about the site and
help to determine if a plume is present. The example below is a hypothetical case that was
developed for this report.
Example:
In 1965, a large spill occurred at a site located in the Midwest. The site is under
investigation for remediation. Figure E-5 shows the location of the site and identifies the
visible boundaries of the spill. The spill occurred on the paved driveway and was washed
off the pavement to the west. The site slopes gently to the northwest. Because of the
properties of the material, it is believed to be present only in the surface of the soil and not
to have penetrated to any depth.
It was decided that a simple grid sampling arrangement would be used for this study. Ten
approximately equal grid cells were located over the area as is shown in Figure E-6. The
investigator was familiar with particulate sampling theory and decided to make use of the
grid arrangement to acquire the needed information for use in the final design that would
be used to plan the sampling strategy.
The laboratory informed the investigative party that they would only need 20 gram samples
for analysis, but would like additional material for use as archive samples and as a backup
in case there are problems with the analytical method. A decision was made to take two
samples from each grid cell - a small sample of 100 grams and a large sample of 1000
grams.
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Figure E-5 Hypothetical Spill Site
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Figure E-6 Sample Locations
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The soil is a silty sand and contains little or no gravel. There is grass on the area. The
samples were made up of 20 - 30 increments of soil collected from a 2 foot square area
using a small punch. The soil was screened to remove grass roots. The samples were
stirred with a clean stainless steel spatula prior to subsampling. All samples were reduced
to a 100 gram size by using procedures outlined in Section 5. This avoided creating a
disposal problem for the laboratory and also insured that the initial subsampling was done
according to the procedures outlined in the main body of this report.
Table E-4 shows the data acquired during the preliminary sampling effort. Examination of
the data indicates that there is definitely a pattern to the pollution with a northwesterly
trend to the deposition. (This is seen in the pattern of the row and column totals.)
The Visman constants indicate that there is a large homogeneity constant, A, (i.e., the waste
is not homogeneous) and a relatively small segregation constant, B. The optimum weight
of sample would be 466 grams. The minimum weight that should be taken would be 92
grams. For purposes of the main study it was decided to take a 500 gram sample and
subsample it by using an incremental sampling technique similar to that shown in Figure E6.
TABLE E-4. Data for Preliminary Study
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